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Fig. 2. Diagrams contributing in 1-particle inclusive deep-inelastic scattering.

(handbag) diagrams in Figs. 1(a) and 2(a) only involve quark–quark matrix elements. In

DIS the hadron momentum defines the lightcone direction n+ and the nonlocality in the

matrix elements is restricted along the lightcone direction n− (for which n+ · n− = 1). As

is well known, diagrams as in Fig. 1(b) with any number of A+ = A · n− gluons yield

the necessary gauge link connecting the two quark fields [11]. The nonlocal quark–quark

operator combination with a gauge link can be expanded into a tower of local twist-two

operators with different spins. Their matrix elements appear in the cross section as leading

terms in an expansion in inverse powers of the hard scale. Diagrams with (transverse)

Aα
T gluons or with A− gluons appear in matrix elements of higher twist operators, which

appear in the cross section in terms suppressed by inverse powers of the hard scale.

The situation in SIDIS (Fig. 2), discussed in Section 3, differs in a subtle way from

that of DIS, because the nonlocality in the operator combinations is not restricted to

the lightcone, but involves also transverse separations. The kinematics only constrain the

nonlocality to the light front. In our analysis we first consider theA+ gluon legs in diagrams

DIS :  PDF ⊗ FF
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Fig. 7. Quark–quark (a) and one of the quark–quark–gluon (b) correlators in tree-level diagrams for back-to-back

jet production in electron–positron annihilation.

where the hermiticity properties of the various matrix elements have been used (see

Section 7).

6. Back-to-back jet production in electron–positron annihilation

Also for 2-particle inclusive electron–positron annihilation we have a quite similar

procedure. The calculation involves two soft fragmentation parts and the creation of a

quark–antiquark pair. We will discuss only the case of creation from a (timelike) photon.

The handbag diagram is given in Fig. 7(a) and an example of a diagram involving an

additional gluon in Fig. 7(b).

The calculation of this tensor in a diagrammatic expansion proceeds as in the case of

leptoproduction and gives

Wµν(q;P1, S1;P2, S2)

=
∫

d4p d4k δ4(p + k − q)

{

Tr
(

∆̄(p)γµ∆(k)γν

)

−
∫

d4p1 Tr

(

γα
/k + /p1 + m

(k + p1)2 − m2 + iϵ
γν∆̄

α
A(p,p − p1)γµ∆(k)

)

−
∫

d4p1 Tr

(

γµ
/k + /p1 + m

(k + p1)2 − m2 − iϵ
γα∆(k)γν∆̄

α
A(p − p1,p)

)

−
∫

d4k1 Tr

(

γν
−/p − /k1 + m

(p + k1)2 − m2 + iϵ
γα∆̄(p)γµ∆α

A(k − k1, k)

)

(80)−
∫

d4k1 Tr

(

γα
−/p − /k1 + m

(p + k1)2 − m2 − iϵ
γµ∆α

A(k, k − k1)γν∆̄(p)

)}

+ · · · ,

e+e- :  FF
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Fig. 6. Quark–quark (a) and one of the quark–quark–gluon (b) correlators in tree-level diagrams for Drell–Yan

scattering.

5. The Drell–Yan cross sections

For Drell–Yan, one has a similar treatment as for leptoproduction. The calculation

involves now two soft distribution parts and annihilation of a quark–antiquark pair into

a gauge boson (we will only discuss the vector coupling here). The handbag diagram is

given in Fig. 6(a) and an example of a diagram with an additional gluon in Fig. 6(b).

A full calculation at tree level including quark–gluon matrix elements as discussed for

leptoproduction gives in this case

2MWµν(q;PA,SA;PB,SB)

=
∫

d4p d4k δ4(p + k − q)

{

Tr(Φ(p)γµΦ̄(k)γν)

−
∫

d4p1 Tr

(

γα
−/k − /p1 + m

(k + p1)2 − m2 + iϵ
γνΦ

α
A(p,p − p1)γµΦ̄(k)

)

−
∫

d4p1 Tr

(

γµ
−/k − /p1 + m

(k + p1)2 − m2 − iϵ
γαΦ̄(k)γνΦ

α
A(p − p1,p)

)

−
∫

d4k1 Tr

(

γν
/p + /k1 + m

(p + k1)2 − m2 + iϵ
γαΦ(p)γµΦ̄

α
A(k − k1, k)

)

(68)−
∫

d4k1 Tr

(

γα
/p + /k1 + m

(p + k1)2 − m2 − iϵ
γµΦ̄

α
A(k, k − k1)γνΦ(p)

)}

+ · · · ,

where Φ(p) and ΦA(p,p − p1) are the same as in leptoproduction, but the role of ∆ and

∆A is taken over by

(69)Φ̄ij (k;PB,SB) =
∫

d4ξ

(2π)4
e−ik·ξ ⟨PB,SB |ψi (ξ)ψ̄j (0)|PB,SB⟩,

(70)

Φ̄α
Aij (k, k − k1;PB,SB) =

∫

d4ξ

(2π)4
d4η

(2π)4
e−ik·ξ e−ik1·(η−ξ )

× ⟨PB,SB |ψi (ξ)gAα(η)ψ̄j (0)|PB,SB⟩
(note that this implies Φ̄α

∂ (x, kT ) = −kαΦ̄(x, kT )).

Drell-Yan

:  PDF ⊗ PDF

PDF|DIS

PDF|DY
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∆A is taken over by

(69)Φ̄ij (k;PB,SB) =
∫

d4ξ

(2π)4
e−ik·ξ ⟨PB,SB |ψi (ξ)ψ̄j (0)|PB,SB⟩,

(70)

Φ̄α
Aij (k, k − k1;PB,SB) =

∫

d4ξ

(2π)4
d4η

(2π)4
e−ik·ξ e−ik1·(η−ξ )

× ⟨PB,SB |ψi (ξ)gAα(η)ψ̄j (0)|PB,SB⟩
(note that this implies Φ̄α

∂ (x, kT ) = −kαΦ̄(x, kT )).
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This initial fractional energy selection always takes the
nominal hadron mass as given by the PID information
into account. The requirement of z > 0.1 therefore safely
accommodates pion-kaon misidentification, which is
unfolded in the course of this analysis.
In addition, in order to study whether two hadrons have

likely emerged from the same parton or different partons,
the analysis is performed on several different sets by
requiring that both hadrons be in opposite hemispheres,
the same hemisphere or anywhere as depicted in Figs. 1
and 2. For the data sets where a hemisphere assignment is

required, the hemispheres are defined by the plane
perpendicular to the thrust axis and the thrust must satisfy
T > 0.8.

B. PID selection

To apply the PID correction according to the PID
efficiency matrices described in Ref. [1], the same selection
criteria must be applied to define a charged track as a
pion, kaon, proton, electron or muon. The information is
determined from normalized likelihood ratios that are
constructed from various detector responses. If the muon-
hadron likelihood ratio is above 0.9, the track is identified
as a muon. Otherwise, if the electron-hadron likelihood
ratio is above 0.85, the track is identified as an electron. If
neither of these applies, the track is identified as a kaon by
a kaon-pion likelihood ratio above 0.6 and a kaon-proton
likelihood ratio above 0.2. Pions are identified with the
kaon-pion likelihood ratio below 0.6 and a pion-proton
ratio above 0.2. Finally, protons are identified with the
inverse proton ratios above with kaon-proton and pion-
proton ratios below 0.2. While neither muons nor electrons
are considered explicitly for the single and dihadron
analysis, they are retained as necessary contributors for
the PID correction, wherein a certain fraction enter the
pion, kaon and proton samples under study.

II. DIHADRON ANALYSIS

In the following sections, the dihadron yields are
extracted and, successively, the various corrections and
the corresponding systematic uncertainties are applied
to arrive at the dihadron differential cross sections
d2σðeþe− → h1h2XÞ=dz1dz2.

A. Binning and cross section extraction

For the dihadron cross sections, a (z1, z2) binning is used.
We forgo a combined z and invariant-mass binning of the
hadron pair; the latter, in particular, is relevant in the same-
hemisphere topology as an unpolarized baseline to the
previously extracted interference fragmentation functions
[41] and would have allowed the extraction of individual
fragmentation functions for ρ, K$, ϕ and other resonances.
The z1 and z2 ranges of 0.2 to 1.0 used in this analysis

are each partitioned into 16 equidistant bins. All hadron
and charge combinations are treated independently and are
merged only after all corrections are applied and after
confirming their consistency where applicable (i.e., where
the same combinations of fragmentation functions appear,
such as πþπþ and π−π−). This leaves 16 different charge
and type combinations for pions and kaons initially, of
which six contain irreducible information.
Furthermore, as mentioned in the Introduction, three

hemisphere combinations are studied: two hadrons in the
same hemisphere, two hadrons in opposite hemispheres
and two hadrons irrespective of hemisphere or thrust cut;

FIG. 1 (color online). Illustration of dihadron fragmentation
where the final-state hadrons are depicted as red arrows, the
incoming leptons as blue arrows, and the event plane—spanned
by leptons and thrust axis—is depicted as a light blue plane. In
this case, both hadrons are found in opposite hemispheres defined
by the thrust axis, and generally out of the plane, as indicated by
the cones.

FIG. 2 (color online). Illustration of dihadron fragmentation
where the final-state hadrons are depicted as red arrows, the
incoming leptons as blue arrows and the event plane—spanned
by leptons and initial quarks/thrust axis—is depicted as a light
blue plane. In this case, both hadrons are found in the same
hemisphere as defined by the thrust axis, and generally out of the
plane, as indicated by the cones.
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obtained from a 655 fb�1 data sample collected near the ⌥(4S) resonance with the Belle detector
at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e+e� collider.

Fragmentation functions allow us to understand the109

transition of asymptotically free partons into several con-110

fined hadrons. They cannot be calculated from first prin-111

ciples and thus need to be extracted experimentally. One112

of the main ways of obtaining them is via cross section113

or multiplicity measurements in electron-positron anni-114

hilation where no hadrons are present in the initial state.115

For many processes, factorization is assumed or proven116

to certain orders of the strong coupling and fragmenta-117

tion functions as well as parton distribution functions118

are considered universal. Because of this universality,119

these functions extracted in one process can be applied120

to another process. As such, the knowledge of fragmen-121

tation functions is, for example, used to extract various122

spin-dependent parton distribution functions in polarized123

semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (SIDIS) and po-124

larized hadron collisions. In particular, the extraction125

of the chiral-odd transversity distribution functions [1]126

and their related tensor charges so far entirely relies on127

transverse spin dependent fragmentation functions.128

The Belle experiment was the first to provide asym-129

metries [2] related to the single-hadron Collins fragmen-130

tation function [3]. These asymmetries rely on an ex-131

plicit transverse-momentum dependence of fragmenta-132

tion functions. The Collins fragmentation function de-133

scribes a correlation between the direction of an outgoing134

transversely polarized quark, its spin orientation and the135

azimuthal distribution of final-state hadrons, and serves136

as a transverse-spin analyzer. Collins asymmetries were137

extracted for pions and kaons in several SIDIS measure-138

ments so far [4–8], where they are convolved with the139

transversity distributions of interest, as well as recently140

in proton-proton collisions for pions [9]. The correspond-141

ing Collins fragmentation measurements were obtained142

in various electron-positron annihilation experiments for143

pions [2, 10, 11] and recently also kaons [12] based on144

the description of Ref. [13]. Some of these measurements145

have already been included in global transversity extrac-146

tions [14–17].147

An alternative way of accessing quark transversity is148

via di-hadron fragmentation functions [18–20]. This has149

the advantage of being based on collinear factorization.150

Also here Belle has provided the corresponding asym-151

metries related to the polarized fragmentation functions152

[21], which were used with the SIDIS measurements153

[22, 23] in a global analysis [24] (although not yet with154

the relevant measurements from proton-proton collisions155

[25]) to extract transversity in a collinear approach.156

In both approaches of transversity extraction, several157

assumptions had to be made due to the lack of su�-158

cient measurements. In the Collins-based extractions,159

the explicit transverse-momentum dependence was until160

recently unknown and is still poorly constrained. In the161

di-hadron based extractions, the corresponding unpolar-162

ized di-hadron fragmentation functions were not avail-163

able so far and theorists used Monte Carlo (MC) simu-164

lations to estimate those. This publication provides the165

unpolarized baseline for the measurements related to the166

spin-dependent di-hadron fragmentation functions.167

In a previous publication [26] the focus was on two-168

hadron cross sections di↵erential in their individual frac-169

tional energies z
1

= 2Eh1/
p
s and (likewise) z

2

. In170

this description, the two-hadron production can be de-171

scribed by di-hadron fragmentation functions (DiFF),172

initially introduced in Ref. [27] and based on the for-173

malism developed in Ref. [28]. DGLAP [29] evolution for174

DiFFs was also introduced previously [30, 31]. Recently175

this theoretical work has been applied also to DiFFs176

depending explicitly on the combined fractional energy177

z =
2Eh1h2p

s
and invariant mass mh1h2 of the hadons, in-178

stead of the hadron’s individual fractional energies, and179

including evolution as summarized in Ref. [32]. It is in180

this description that the SIDIS measurements and the181

Belle asymmetries were performed and, here we report182

the corresponding cross sections di↵erential in these two183

variables to provide the unpolarized baseline.184

The cross section at leading order in the strong cou-
pling can be described as

d2�(e+e� ! h
1

h
2

X)

dzdmh1h2

/
X

q

e2q

⇣
Dh1h2

1,q (z,mh1h2) +Dh1h2
1,q (z,mh1h2)

⌘
, (1)

where it is assumed that both hadrons emerge from the
same (anti)quark, q, and the scale dependence has been
dropped for brevity. The assumption that hadrons de-
tected in the same hemisphere, as illustrated in Fig. 1,
originate from the same initial parton is supported by the
results of Ref. [26]. To define the hemispheres a selection
of thrust axis and thrust value is required. The thrust
axis n̂ maximizes the thrust T [33]:

T
max

=

P
h |PCMS

h · n̂|P
h |PCMS

h |
. (2)

The sum extends over all detected particles, and PCMS

h185

denotes the three-momentum of particle h in the (e+e�)186

center-of-mass system (CMS).187

The cross sections for the inclusive production of di-188

hadrons of charged pions and kaons in the same hemi-189

sphere as a function of their fractional energy z and in-190

variant mass mh1h2 are presented in this paper. The191

cross sections are compared to various MC simulation192

tunes optimized for di↵erent collision systems and ener-193

gies. Various resonances in the mass spectra and distinct194

features from multi-body or subsequent decays of res-195

onances are identified with the help of MC simulations.196

Additionally, also the di-hadron cross sections after a MC197

based removal of all weak decays are presented.198

Thrust (axis):
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This initial fractional energy selection always takes the
nominal hadron mass as given by the PID information
into account. The requirement of z > 0.1 therefore safely
accommodates pion-kaon misidentification, which is
unfolded in the course of this analysis.
In addition, in order to study whether two hadrons have

likely emerged from the same parton or different partons,
the analysis is performed on several different sets by
requiring that both hadrons be in opposite hemispheres,
the same hemisphere or anywhere as depicted in Figs. 1
and 2. For the data sets where a hemisphere assignment is

required, the hemispheres are defined by the plane
perpendicular to the thrust axis and the thrust must satisfy
T > 0.8.

B. PID selection

To apply the PID correction according to the PID
efficiency matrices described in Ref. [1], the same selection
criteria must be applied to define a charged track as a
pion, kaon, proton, electron or muon. The information is
determined from normalized likelihood ratios that are
constructed from various detector responses. If the muon-
hadron likelihood ratio is above 0.9, the track is identified
as a muon. Otherwise, if the electron-hadron likelihood
ratio is above 0.85, the track is identified as an electron. If
neither of these applies, the track is identified as a kaon by
a kaon-pion likelihood ratio above 0.6 and a kaon-proton
likelihood ratio above 0.2. Pions are identified with the
kaon-pion likelihood ratio below 0.6 and a pion-proton
ratio above 0.2. Finally, protons are identified with the
inverse proton ratios above with kaon-proton and pion-
proton ratios below 0.2. While neither muons nor electrons
are considered explicitly for the single and dihadron
analysis, they are retained as necessary contributors for
the PID correction, wherein a certain fraction enter the
pion, kaon and proton samples under study.

II. DIHADRON ANALYSIS

In the following sections, the dihadron yields are
extracted and, successively, the various corrections and
the corresponding systematic uncertainties are applied
to arrive at the dihadron differential cross sections
d2σðeþe− → h1h2XÞ=dz1dz2.

A. Binning and cross section extraction

For the dihadron cross sections, a (z1, z2) binning is used.
We forgo a combined z and invariant-mass binning of the
hadron pair; the latter, in particular, is relevant in the same-
hemisphere topology as an unpolarized baseline to the
previously extracted interference fragmentation functions
[41] and would have allowed the extraction of individual
fragmentation functions for ρ, K$, ϕ and other resonances.
The z1 and z2 ranges of 0.2 to 1.0 used in this analysis

are each partitioned into 16 equidistant bins. All hadron
and charge combinations are treated independently and are
merged only after all corrections are applied and after
confirming their consistency where applicable (i.e., where
the same combinations of fragmentation functions appear,
such as πþπþ and π−π−). This leaves 16 different charge
and type combinations for pions and kaons initially, of
which six contain irreducible information.
Furthermore, as mentioned in the Introduction, three

hemisphere combinations are studied: two hadrons in the
same hemisphere, two hadrons in opposite hemispheres
and two hadrons irrespective of hemisphere or thrust cut;

FIG. 1 (color online). Illustration of dihadron fragmentation
where the final-state hadrons are depicted as red arrows, the
incoming leptons as blue arrows, and the event plane—spanned
by leptons and thrust axis—is depicted as a light blue plane. In
this case, both hadrons are found in opposite hemispheres defined
by the thrust axis, and generally out of the plane, as indicated by
the cones.

FIG. 2 (color online). Illustration of dihadron fragmentation
where the final-state hadrons are depicted as red arrows, the
incoming leptons as blue arrows and the event plane—spanned
by leptons and initial quarks/thrust axis—is depicted as a light
blue plane. In this case, both hadrons are found in the same
hemisphere as defined by the thrust axis, and generally out of the
plane, as indicated by the cones.
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This initial fractional energy selection always takes the
nominal hadron mass as given by the PID information
into account. The requirement of z > 0.1 therefore safely
accommodates pion-kaon misidentification, which is
unfolded in the course of this analysis.
In addition, in order to study whether two hadrons have

likely emerged from the same parton or different partons,
the analysis is performed on several different sets by
requiring that both hadrons be in opposite hemispheres,
the same hemisphere or anywhere as depicted in Figs. 1
and 2. For the data sets where a hemisphere assignment is

required, the hemispheres are defined by the plane
perpendicular to the thrust axis and the thrust must satisfy
T > 0.8.

B. PID selection

To apply the PID correction according to the PID
efficiency matrices described in Ref. [1], the same selection
criteria must be applied to define a charged track as a
pion, kaon, proton, electron or muon. The information is
determined from normalized likelihood ratios that are
constructed from various detector responses. If the muon-
hadron likelihood ratio is above 0.9, the track is identified
as a muon. Otherwise, if the electron-hadron likelihood
ratio is above 0.85, the track is identified as an electron. If
neither of these applies, the track is identified as a kaon by
a kaon-pion likelihood ratio above 0.6 and a kaon-proton
likelihood ratio above 0.2. Pions are identified with the
kaon-pion likelihood ratio below 0.6 and a pion-proton
ratio above 0.2. Finally, protons are identified with the
inverse proton ratios above with kaon-proton and pion-
proton ratios below 0.2. While neither muons nor electrons
are considered explicitly for the single and dihadron
analysis, they are retained as necessary contributors for
the PID correction, wherein a certain fraction enter the
pion, kaon and proton samples under study.

II. DIHADRON ANALYSIS

In the following sections, the dihadron yields are
extracted and, successively, the various corrections and
the corresponding systematic uncertainties are applied
to arrive at the dihadron differential cross sections
d2σðeþe− → h1h2XÞ=dz1dz2.

A. Binning and cross section extraction

For the dihadron cross sections, a (z1, z2) binning is used.
We forgo a combined z and invariant-mass binning of the
hadron pair; the latter, in particular, is relevant in the same-
hemisphere topology as an unpolarized baseline to the
previously extracted interference fragmentation functions
[41] and would have allowed the extraction of individual
fragmentation functions for ρ, K$, ϕ and other resonances.
The z1 and z2 ranges of 0.2 to 1.0 used in this analysis

are each partitioned into 16 equidistant bins. All hadron
and charge combinations are treated independently and are
merged only after all corrections are applied and after
confirming their consistency where applicable (i.e., where
the same combinations of fragmentation functions appear,
such as πþπþ and π−π−). This leaves 16 different charge
and type combinations for pions and kaons initially, of
which six contain irreducible information.
Furthermore, as mentioned in the Introduction, three

hemisphere combinations are studied: two hadrons in the
same hemisphere, two hadrons in opposite hemispheres
and two hadrons irrespective of hemisphere or thrust cut;

FIG. 1 (color online). Illustration of dihadron fragmentation
where the final-state hadrons are depicted as red arrows, the
incoming leptons as blue arrows, and the event plane—spanned
by leptons and thrust axis—is depicted as a light blue plane. In
this case, both hadrons are found in opposite hemispheres defined
by the thrust axis, and generally out of the plane, as indicated by
the cones.

FIG. 2 (color online). Illustration of dihadron fragmentation
where the final-state hadrons are depicted as red arrows, the
incoming leptons as blue arrows and the event plane—spanned
by leptons and initial quarks/thrust axis—is depicted as a light
blue plane. In this case, both hadrons are found in the same
hemisphere as defined by the thrust axis, and generally out of the
plane, as indicated by the cones.
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obtained from a 655 fb�1 data sample collected near the ⌥(4S) resonance with the Belle detector
at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e+e� collider.

Fragmentation functions allow us to understand the109

transition of asymptotically free partons into several con-110

fined hadrons. They cannot be calculated from first prin-111

ciples and thus need to be extracted experimentally. One112

of the main ways of obtaining them is via cross section113

or multiplicity measurements in electron-positron anni-114

hilation where no hadrons are present in the initial state.115

For many processes, factorization is assumed or proven116

to certain orders of the strong coupling and fragmenta-117

tion functions as well as parton distribution functions118

are considered universal. Because of this universality,119

these functions extracted in one process can be applied120

to another process. As such, the knowledge of fragmen-121

tation functions is, for example, used to extract various122

spin-dependent parton distribution functions in polarized123

semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (SIDIS) and po-124

larized hadron collisions. In particular, the extraction125

of the chiral-odd transversity distribution functions [1]126

and their related tensor charges so far entirely relies on127

transverse spin dependent fragmentation functions.128

The Belle experiment was the first to provide asym-129

metries [2] related to the single-hadron Collins fragmen-130

tation function [3]. These asymmetries rely on an ex-131

plicit transverse-momentum dependence of fragmenta-132

tion functions. The Collins fragmentation function de-133

scribes a correlation between the direction of an outgoing134

transversely polarized quark, its spin orientation and the135

azimuthal distribution of final-state hadrons, and serves136

as a transverse-spin analyzer. Collins asymmetries were137

extracted for pions and kaons in several SIDIS measure-138

ments so far [4–8], where they are convolved with the139

transversity distributions of interest, as well as recently140

in proton-proton collisions for pions [9]. The correspond-141

ing Collins fragmentation measurements were obtained142

in various electron-positron annihilation experiments for143

pions [2, 10, 11] and recently also kaons [12] based on144

the description of Ref. [13]. Some of these measurements145

have already been included in global transversity extrac-146

tions [14–17].147

An alternative way of accessing quark transversity is148

via di-hadron fragmentation functions [18–20]. This has149

the advantage of being based on collinear factorization.150

Also here Belle has provided the corresponding asym-151

metries related to the polarized fragmentation functions152

[21], which were used with the SIDIS measurements153

[22, 23] in a global analysis [24] (although not yet with154

the relevant measurements from proton-proton collisions155

[25]) to extract transversity in a collinear approach.156

In both approaches of transversity extraction, several157

assumptions had to be made due to the lack of su�-158

cient measurements. In the Collins-based extractions,159

the explicit transverse-momentum dependence was until160

recently unknown and is still poorly constrained. In the161

di-hadron based extractions, the corresponding unpolar-162

ized di-hadron fragmentation functions were not avail-163

able so far and theorists used Monte Carlo (MC) simu-164

lations to estimate those. This publication provides the165

unpolarized baseline for the measurements related to the166

spin-dependent di-hadron fragmentation functions.167

In a previous publication [26] the focus was on two-168

hadron cross sections di↵erential in their individual frac-169

tional energies z
1

= 2Eh1/
p
s and (likewise) z

2

. In170

this description, the two-hadron production can be de-171

scribed by di-hadron fragmentation functions (DiFF),172

initially introduced in Ref. [27] and based on the for-173

malism developed in Ref. [28]. DGLAP [29] evolution for174

DiFFs was also introduced previously [30, 31]. Recently175

this theoretical work has been applied also to DiFFs176

depending explicitly on the combined fractional energy177

z =
2Eh1h2p

s
and invariant mass mh1h2 of the hadons, in-178

stead of the hadron’s individual fractional energies, and179

including evolution as summarized in Ref. [32]. It is in180

this description that the SIDIS measurements and the181

Belle asymmetries were performed and, here we report182

the corresponding cross sections di↵erential in these two183

variables to provide the unpolarized baseline.184

The cross section at leading order in the strong cou-
pling can be described as

d2�(e+e� ! h
1

h
2

X)

dzdmh1h2

/
X

q

e2q

⇣
Dh1h2

1,q (z,mh1h2) +Dh1h2
1,q (z,mh1h2)

⌘
, (1)

where it is assumed that both hadrons emerge from the
same (anti)quark, q, and the scale dependence has been
dropped for brevity. The assumption that hadrons de-
tected in the same hemisphere, as illustrated in Fig. 1,
originate from the same initial parton is supported by the
results of Ref. [26]. To define the hemispheres a selection
of thrust axis and thrust value is required. The thrust
axis n̂ maximizes the thrust T [33]:

T
max

=

P
h |PCMS

h · n̂|P
h |PCMS

h |
. (2)

The sum extends over all detected particles, and PCMS

h185

denotes the three-momentum of particle h in the (e+e�)186

center-of-mass system (CMS).187

The cross sections for the inclusive production of di-188

hadrons of charged pions and kaons in the same hemi-189

sphere as a function of their fractional energy z and in-190

variant mass mh1h2 are presented in this paper. The191

cross sections are compared to various MC simulation192

tunes optimized for di↵erent collision systems and ener-193

gies. Various resonances in the mass spectra and distinct194

features from multi-body or subsequent decays of res-195

onances are identified with the help of MC simulations.196

Additionally, also the di-hadron cross sections after a MC197

based removal of all weak decays are presented.198

Thrust (axis):
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e+e- annihilation at BaBar, Belle, and BESIII 
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The BaBar and BESIII detectors

3I. Garzia, TMDe2015 - 2-4 Sep, 2015 5

e+ 3.1 GeV

NIM A479, 1 (2002), 
update: NIM A729, 615 (2013) 

e- 9 GeV

Instrumented  

Flux Return

Silicon Vertex 
Tracker

Solenoid (B=1.5 T)

EMC

DIRC

Drift  
CHamber 

• PEP-II storage ring 
• asymmetric e+e- collider operating at the 
ϒ(4S) resonance (√s=10.58 GeV )  
- High Energy Ring (HER): 9.0 GeV e- 
- Low Energy Ring (LER): 3.1 GeV e+ 
- c.m.-lab boost, βγ≈0.56

• High luminosity: L ~ 468 fb-1 used here  

e-  (1-2.4) GeV e+  (1-2.4) GeV

Solenoid (B=1 T) RPC muon 
detector

EMC

Time of 
Flight Drift 

Chamber

NIM A614, 345 (2010)

• Beijing Electron Positron Collider II (BEPCII) 
• Symmetric e+e- collider  
• Beam energy: 1-2.3 GeV 
• 2008: test run 
• 2009-today: BESIII physics runs 

• Luminosity: L ~ 62 pb-1  @ 3.65 GeV used 
here (below open charm threshold) 

Silicon Vertex Tracker

Solenoid (B=1.5T)
Instrumented 

Flux Return

Electromagnetic Calorimeter

6580 CsI(Tl) crystals

9 GeV

3.1 GeV

DIRC

144 bars of fused silica

• Asymmetric e+e- collider operating at the ϒ(4S) resonance (√s=10.58 GeV )

• High Energy Ring (HER): 9.0 GeV e-

• Low Energy Ring (LER): 3.1 GeV e+

• βγ≈0.56

PEP-II and the BaBar detector at SLAC

L ~ 430 fb-1 :  peak of the ϒ(4S) resonance

L ~ 40 fb-1 :    40 MeV below the ϒ(4S) resonance

==> ~109 uds events

Drift CHamber 

I. Garzia 8QCD-N’12

Francesca Giordano

BELLE @ KEKB

8 GeV e−

3.5 GeV e+

Asymmetric e+ e- collider
On resonance: √s = 10.58 GeV (e+ e- → Y(4S) → BB)

Off resonance √s = 10.52 GeV (e+ e- → qq  (q=u,d,s,c))
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Off resonance √s = 10.52 GeV (e+ e- → qq  (q=u,d,s,c))
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BELLE @ KEKB

8 GeV e−

3.5 GeV e+

Asymmetric e+ e- collider
On resonance: √s = 10.58 GeV (e+ e- → Y(4S) → BB)

Off resonance √s = 10.52 GeV (e+ e- → qq  (q=u,d,s,c))

7

BaBar/Belle: asymmetric 
beam-energy  e+e- collider 
near/at Υ(4S) resonance 

(10.58 GeV) 

BESIII: symmetric 
collider with Ee=1...2.4 GeV 
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e+e- annihilation at BaBar, Belle, and BESIII 

6

BaBar/Belle: asymmetric 
beam-energy  e+e- collider 
near/at Υ(4S) resonance 

(10.58 GeV) 

BESIII: symmetric 
collider with Ee=1...2.4 GeV 

integrated luminosities:

Υ(4S) 
on resonance

Υ(4S) 
off resonance other

BaBar 424.2 fb-1 43.9 fb-1

Belle (140+571) fb-1 (15.6+73.8) fb-1

BESIII ~62 pb-1 @3.65 GeV *)

*) used for the Collins analysis presented here

6 51. Plots of cross sections and related quantities

R in Light-Flavor, Charm, and Beauty Threshold Regions
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Figure 51.6: R in the light-flavor, charm, and beauty threshold regions. Data errors are total below 2 GeV and statistical above 2 GeV.
The curves are the same as in Fig. 51.5. Note: CLEO data above Υ(4S) were not fully corrected for radiative effects, and we retain
them on the plot only for illustrative purposes with a normalization factor of 0.8. The full list of references to the original data and
the details of the R ratio extraction from them can be found in [arXiv:hep-ph/0312114]. The computer-readable data are available at
http://pdg.lbl.gov/current/xsect/. (Courtesy of the COMPAS (Protvino) and HEPDATA (Durham) Groups, August 2015.)
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from hadron yields to cross sections

hadron yields undergo series of corrections

smearing unfolding  [e.g., measured and true momentum might differ]

particle (mis)identification [e.g., not every identified pion was a pion]

non-qq processes  [e.g., two-photon processes, Υ-> BB, …]

“4𝝿” correction [limited geometric acceptance and selection criteria]

QED radiation  [initial-state radiation (ISR)]

optional: weak-decay removal (e.g., “prompt fragmentation”)
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from hadron yields to cross sections

hadron yields undergo series of corrections

smearing unfolding  [e.g., measured and true momentum might differ]

particle (mis)identification [e.g., not every identified pion was a pion]

non-qq processes  [e.g., two-photon processes, Υ-> BB, …]

“4𝝿” correction [limited geometric acceptance and selection criteria]

QED radiation  [initial-state radiation (ISR)]

optional: weak-decay removal (e.g., “prompt fragmentation”)

Collins asymmetries may also corrected for false asymmetries and also 
for qq-axis (mis)reconstruction

partially different approaches in different experiments/analyses
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before 2013: lack of precision data 
at (moderately) high z and at low √s

limits analysis of evolution and gluon
fragmentation

limited information in kinematic 
region often used in semi-inclusive DIS

single-hadron production

8

[2012 PDG]

19. Fragmentation functions in e
+

e
−, ep and pp collisions 5

corrected) in Refs. [19,25]. Thus the coefficient functions are known to NNLO except
for FL where the leading contribution is of order αs.

The effect of the evolution is similar in the timelike and spacelike cases: as the scale
increases, one observes a scaling violation in which the x-distribution is shifted towards
lower values. This can be seen from Fig. 19.2 where a large amount of measurements of
the total fragmentation function in e+e− annihilation are summarized. QCD analyses of
these data are discussed in Section 19.5 below.
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Figure 19.2: The e+e− fragmentation function for all charged particles is shown
[8, 26−42] (a) for different CM energies

√
s versus x and (b) for various ranges

of x versus
√

s. For the purpose of plotting (a), the distributions were scaled by
c(
√

s) = 10i with i ranging from i = 0 (
√

s = 12 GeV) to i = 13 (
√

s = 202 GeV).

Unlike the splitting functions in Eq. (19.5), see Refs. [18–20], the coefficient
functions for F2,T,A in Eq. (19.6) show a threshold enhancement with terms up to

αn
s (1−z)−1 ln 2n−1(1−z). Such logarithms can be resummed to all orders in αs using

standard soft-gluon techniques [43–45]. Recently this resummation has been extended to
the subleading (and for FL leading) class αn

s ln k(1−z) of large-x logarithms [46,47].

In Refs. [23] the NLO coefficient functions have been calculated also for single hadron
production in lepton-proton scattering, ep → e + h + X . More recently corresponding
results have been obtained for the case that a non-vanishing transverse momentum is
required in the HCMS frame [48].

June 18, 2012 16:19
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before 2013: lack of precision data 
at (moderately) high z and at low √s

limits analysis of evolution and gluon
fragmentation

limited information in kinematic 
region often used in semi-inclusive DIS

now, results available from BaBar and Belle:

BaBar Collaboration, Phys. Rev. D88 (2013) 032011:  𝝿±, K±, p+p

Belle Collaboration, Phys. Rev. Lett. 111 (2013) 062002: 𝝿±, K±

Belle Collaboration, Phys. Rev. D92 (2015) 092007: 𝝿±, K±, p+p

single-hadron production
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corrected) in Refs. [19,25]. Thus the coefficient functions are known to NNLO except
for FL where the leading contribution is of order αs.

The effect of the evolution is similar in the timelike and spacelike cases: as the scale
increases, one observes a scaling violation in which the x-distribution is shifted towards
lower values. This can be seen from Fig. 19.2 where a large amount of measurements of
the total fragmentation function in e+e− annihilation are summarized. QCD analyses of
these data are discussed in Section 19.5 below.
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Unlike the splitting functions in Eq. (19.5), see Refs. [18–20], the coefficient
functions for F2,T,A in Eq. (19.6) show a threshold enhancement with terms up to

αn
s (1−z)−1 ln 2n−1(1−z). Such logarithms can be resummed to all orders in αs using

standard soft-gluon techniques [43–45]. Recently this resummation has been extended to
the subleading (and for FL leading) class αn

s ln k(1−z) of large-x logarithms [46,47].

In Refs. [23] the NLO coefficient functions have been calculated also for single hadron
production in lepton-proton scattering, ep → e + h + X . More recently corresponding
results have been obtained for the case that a non-vanishing transverse momentum is
required in the HCMS frame [48].
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very precise data for charged 
pions and kaons

Belle data available up to very 
large z (<0.98)

included in recent DEHSS fits

slight tension at low-z for 
BaBar and high-z for Belle

single-hadron production

9

so far little explored. The binning of BABAR data [28] is
more sparse toward large z, and a similar trend as for the
BELLE data is not visible here.
For all the sets shown in Fig. 3, the new fit is able to

follow the trend of the data even below the z values

included in the analysis (the region indicated by the hatched
area). Agreement with BABAR data below the cut z ¼ 0.1
quickly deteriorates though. In this region, the data start to
drop while the NLO SIA cross section continues to rise as
can be seen in the left-hand panel of Fig. 4. Since the
BABAR data are taken at the lowest c.m.s. energy, such an
effect is not unexpected and signifies the onset of neglected
hadron mass effects in the theoretical framework. In fact,
this was the reason for us to choose a somewhat higher cut
in z, z > 0.1 than for the other SIA data obtained at higher
c.m.s. energies. The BELLE experiment did not publish
any data below z ¼ 0.2 [29].
Also shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are the theoretical results

obtained with the original DSS FFs (dashed lines), i.e.,
without any refitting or adjusting normalization shifts. The
agreement with SIA data is in general very good, except for
some small deviations from the recent B factory data, most
noticeable in the comparison to BABAR. Contrary to the
new analysis, the original DSS fit undershoots both the
BELLE and BABAR data at high z.
Our estimated uncertainty bands, also shown in Figs. 3

and 4, reflect the accuracy and kinematical coverage of the
fitted data. They increase toward both small and large z,
similar to the pattern observed for the individual Dπþ

i in
Figs. 1 and 2. One should keep in mind that the obtained
bands are constrained by the fit to the global set of SIA,
SIDIS, and pp data and do not necessarily have to follow
the accuracy of each individual set of data.
As was already mentioned in Sec. III A, the SIA data

from the LEP and SLAC experiments constrain mainly the
total quark singlet fragmentation to pions as up-type and
down-type quark couplings to the exchanged Z gauge
boson are roughly equal at Q≃MZ. The new BABAR and
BELLE data are dominated by photon exchange and,
hence, prefer up-type quark flavors. When combined, this
leads to some partial flavor separation. QCD scale evolu-
tion between Q2 ≃ 110 GeV2 and Q2 ¼ M2

Z provides
some additional constraints, in particular, also for the gluon
FF. The flavor-tagged LEP and SLAC data, listed in
Table II, are still the best “direct” source of information
on the charm- and bottom-to-pion FFs.
Finally, we wish to remark that despite the excellent

agreement with all SIA data there are still some issues
which require further scrutiny and, perhaps, more detailed
comparisons among the different experimental groups. One
concern is the question to what extent “feed-down” pions
from weak decays contribute to the individual data sets.
Different treatments of QED radiative corrections, of which
the main effect is to lower the “true” c.m.s. energy

ffiffiffi
S

p
of

the collisions, might be another source of potential tension.
For instance, the BELLE Collaboration [29] provides only
a measurement of the cross section dσ=dz, while all other
experiments in SIA scale their quoted results by the total
cross section σtot for eþe− → hadrons. Since BELLE cuts
on radiative photon events if their energy exceeds a certain
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FIG. 4 (color online). Left-hand side: comparison of our new
NLO results (solid line) with the new BABAR “prompt” data [28];
also shown is the result obtained with the DSS fit [10] (dashed
line). Right-hand side: same, but now for the BELLE data [29].
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(dashed lines). The inner and outer shaded bands correspond to
the new uncertainty estimates at 68% and 90% C.L., respectively.
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as compared to the original DSS 07 analysis [3]. Secondly,
the overall quality of the global fit has improved dramat-
ically from χ2/d.o.f. ≃ 1.83 for DSS 07, see Tab. V in
Ref. [3], to χ2/d.o.f. ≃ 1.08 for the current fit. A more
detailed inspection reveals that the individual χ2 values
for the SIA data [30–33, 37], which were already included
in the DSS 07 fit, have, by and large, not changed signif-
icantly. The biggest improvement concerns the SIDIS
multiplicities from Hermes which, in their published
version [19], are described rather well by the updated
fit, with only a few exceptions; see below. Also, the
charged kaon multiplicities from Compass [22] and the
new SIA data from BaBar [17] and Belle [18] integrate
very nicely into the global QCD analysis of parton-to-
kaon FFs at NLO accuracy. We recall that the original
DSS 07 fit was based on the 2003 NLO (2002 LO) PDF
set [38] ([39]) from the MRST group. In the present fit,
the underlying set of PDFs has have been upgraded to
the recent MMHT 2014 analysis [9], that gives a much
more accurate description of sea-quark parton densities
on which the analysis of SIDIS multiplicities depends
rather strongly. We have checked that very similar re-
sults for kaon FFs are obtained with other up-to-date sets
of PDFs such as [8, 10]. Nevertheless, the correspond-
ing PDF uncertainty is included in the χ2-minimization
procedure and, hence, the quoted χ2 values for SIDIS
multiplicities.

B. Electron-Position Annihilation Data

In Figs. 3 and 4 we present a detailed comparison of the
results of our fit and its uncertainties at both 68% and
90% C.L. with the SIA data already included and newly
added to the original DSS 07 analysis [3], respectively. In
general, the agreement of the fit with SIA data is excel-
lent in the entire energy and z-range covered by the ex-
periments. The new fit reproduces SLAC and LEP data
at Q = MZ as well or even slightly better than the old
DSS 07 result for z ≥ 0.1, and improves very significantly
the description of the newly added Belle and BaBar
data as can be best seen from the “(data-theory)/theory”
panels in Fig. 4; recall that only data with z ≥ 0.2 are
included in the fit for BaBar due the lower

√
S. This

is mainly achieved by changing the singlet flavor combi-
nations rather significantly at large z ∼ 0.5 − 0.8 at the
lower Q relevant for Belle and BaBar. For SIA data
at z-values lower than those included in the χ2 minimiza-
tion, the old DSS 07 fit gives, however, a better descrip-
tion when extrapolated, presumably because the fit has
to accommodate much less data.
The Belle data [18], shown in Fig. 4, provide not only

the finest binning in z but also reach the highest z-values
measured so far. Above z ! 0.8 one observes an in-
creasing trend for the new fit to overshoot the data, still
within the estimated and growing theoretical (and exper-
imental) uncertainties though. In this kinematic regime
one expects large logarithmic corrections, which appear
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as compared to the original DSS 07 analysis [3]. Secondly,
the overall quality of the global fit has improved dramat-
ically from χ2/d.o.f. ≃ 1.83 for DSS 07, see Tab. V in
Ref. [3], to χ2/d.o.f. ≃ 1.08 for the current fit. A more
detailed inspection reveals that the individual χ2 values
for the SIA data [30–33, 37], which were already included
in the DSS 07 fit, have, by and large, not changed signif-
icantly. The biggest improvement concerns the SIDIS
multiplicities from Hermes which, in their published
version [19], are described rather well by the updated
fit, with only a few exceptions; see below. Also, the
charged kaon multiplicities from Compass [22] and the
new SIA data from BaBar [17] and Belle [18] integrate
very nicely into the global QCD analysis of parton-to-
kaon FFs at NLO accuracy. We recall that the original
DSS 07 fit was based on the 2003 NLO (2002 LO) PDF
set [38] ([39]) from the MRST group. In the present fit,
the underlying set of PDFs has have been upgraded to
the recent MMHT 2014 analysis [9], that gives a much
more accurate description of sea-quark parton densities
on which the analysis of SIDIS multiplicities depends
rather strongly. We have checked that very similar re-
sults for kaon FFs are obtained with other up-to-date sets
of PDFs such as [8, 10]. Nevertheless, the correspond-
ing PDF uncertainty is included in the χ2-minimization
procedure and, hence, the quoted χ2 values for SIDIS
multiplicities.

B. Electron-Position Annihilation Data

In Figs. 3 and 4 we present a detailed comparison of the
results of our fit and its uncertainties at both 68% and
90% C.L. with the SIA data already included and newly
added to the original DSS 07 analysis [3], respectively. In
general, the agreement of the fit with SIA data is excel-
lent in the entire energy and z-range covered by the ex-
periments. The new fit reproduces SLAC and LEP data
at Q = MZ as well or even slightly better than the old
DSS 07 result for z ≥ 0.1, and improves very significantly
the description of the newly added Belle and BaBar
data as can be best seen from the “(data-theory)/theory”
panels in Fig. 4; recall that only data with z ≥ 0.2 are
included in the fit for BaBar due the lower
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is mainly achieved by changing the singlet flavor combi-
nations rather significantly at large z ∼ 0.5 − 0.8 at the
lower Q relevant for Belle and BaBar. For SIA data
at z-values lower than those included in the χ2 minimiza-
tion, the old DSS 07 fit gives, however, a better descrip-
tion when extrapolated, presumably because the fit has
to accommodate much less data.
The Belle data [18], shown in Fig. 4, provide not only

the finest binning in z but also reach the highest z-values
measured so far. Above z ! 0.8 one observes an in-
creasing trend for the new fit to overshoot the data, still
within the estimated and growing theoretical (and exper-
imental) uncertainties though. In this kinematic regime
one expects large logarithmic corrections, which appear
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as compared to the original DSS 07 analysis [3]. Secondly,
the overall quality of the global fit has improved dramat-
ically from χ2/d.o.f. ≃ 1.83 for DSS 07, see Tab. V in
Ref. [3], to χ2/d.o.f. ≃ 1.08 for the current fit. A more
detailed inspection reveals that the individual χ2 values
for the SIA data [30–33, 37], which were already included
in the DSS 07 fit, have, by and large, not changed signif-
icantly. The biggest improvement concerns the SIDIS
multiplicities from Hermes which, in their published
version [19], are described rather well by the updated
fit, with only a few exceptions; see below. Also, the
charged kaon multiplicities from Compass [22] and the
new SIA data from BaBar [17] and Belle [18] integrate
very nicely into the global QCD analysis of parton-to-
kaon FFs at NLO accuracy. We recall that the original
DSS 07 fit was based on the 2003 NLO (2002 LO) PDF
set [38] ([39]) from the MRST group. In the present fit,
the underlying set of PDFs has have been upgraded to
the recent MMHT 2014 analysis [9], that gives a much
more accurate description of sea-quark parton densities
on which the analysis of SIDIS multiplicities depends
rather strongly. We have checked that very similar re-
sults for kaon FFs are obtained with other up-to-date sets
of PDFs such as [8, 10]. Nevertheless, the correspond-
ing PDF uncertainty is included in the χ2-minimization
procedure and, hence, the quoted χ2 values for SIDIS
multiplicities.

B. Electron-Position Annihilation Data

In Figs. 3 and 4 we present a detailed comparison of the
results of our fit and its uncertainties at both 68% and
90% C.L. with the SIA data already included and newly
added to the original DSS 07 analysis [3], respectively. In
general, the agreement of the fit with SIA data is excel-
lent in the entire energy and z-range covered by the ex-
periments. The new fit reproduces SLAC and LEP data
at Q = MZ as well or even slightly better than the old
DSS 07 result for z ≥ 0.1, and improves very significantly
the description of the newly added Belle and BaBar
data as can be best seen from the “(data-theory)/theory”
panels in Fig. 4; recall that only data with z ≥ 0.2 are
included in the fit for BaBar due the lower
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S. This

is mainly achieved by changing the singlet flavor combi-
nations rather significantly at large z ∼ 0.5 − 0.8 at the
lower Q relevant for Belle and BaBar. For SIA data
at z-values lower than those included in the χ2 minimiza-
tion, the old DSS 07 fit gives, however, a better descrip-
tion when extrapolated, presumably because the fit has
to accommodate much less data.
The Belle data [18], shown in Fig. 4, provide not only

the finest binning in z but also reach the highest z-values
measured so far. Above z ! 0.8 one observes an in-
creasing trend for the new fit to overshoot the data, still
within the estimated and growing theoretical (and exper-
imental) uncertainties though. In this kinematic regime
one expects large logarithmic corrections, which appear
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suggesting that the scaling with ECM might be well simu-
lated. In some cases, simple changes to parameters in
JETSET produced improvements in the agreement with
data, and some experiments implemented global tuning.
We do not attempt to tune any of the models, but we test
some simple modifications of JETSET parameters: changing
the probability of producing a diquark-antidiquark rather
than a q !q pair at each string break modifies the amplitude
of the simulated proton spectrum, but does not change the
shape; similarly, the probability to produce an s!s rather
than u !u or d !d pair controls the amplitude, but not the
shape, of the kaon spectrum.

We test the scaling properties of the models by gen-
erating samples with each at various energies, comparing
them with available data, and looking for changes in the
type or magnitude of any differences. In the top plot in
Fig. 14 we show our conventional !! cross section along
with those from the TASSO and SLD experiments. At
high xp, these two experiments provide the most precise
data and/or widest coverage for ECM near 30 GeV and the
Z0 peak. Data from other experiments are consistent and
yield the same conclusions, but are omitted for clarity.
Strong scaling violations are evident, both at low xp due
to the pion mass and at high xp as expected from the
running of the strong coupling strength "s. Also shown
are the predictions of the JETSET model at these three
energies, using default parameter values. JETSET provides
a good description of all three data sets for xp > 0:2, and
hence describes the high-xp scaling violation well. The
other two models also reproduce this ECM dependence,
though they do not describe the spectrum well at any
energy.

The middle plot in Fig. 14 shows a similar test for the
K! cross section. Here we show the UCLA model predic-
tions, as they describe our results best at high xp. The
different flavor composition of the three samples is impor-
tant for K! and modifies the expected scaling violation.
Kaons from b !b events, which are absent from our data,
contribute strongly to the TASSO cross section in the
0.1–0.3 region, but little at higher xp. Since the cross
sections are normalized per event, the expected scaling
violation is reduced relative to that in the!! cross sections
in the 0.1–0.3 range, and increased at higher xp. At the Z

0

energy, the relative production of up- and down-type
quarks is quite different, and the combination of more
K! from b !b and s!s events and fewer from c !c events pushes
the simulated high-xp cross section up to nearly the same
level as for the TASSO energy.

The flavor dependence has been shown [15,18] to be
accurately modeled at the Z0 energy to the level of about
10%. The UCLA model describes the shape of the SLD
cross section at high xp well, but is too low by about 15%.
The other models also predict about 15% more scaling
violation than is observed. However, it is difficult to draw
any conclusion in light of the flavor dependence.

For protons, shown in the bottom plot in Fig. 14, we
compare with the JETSET model in which we have changed
one parameter value, the diquark production probability
Pdiqrk, from 0.1 to 0.085. This provides a good description

of the SLD and TASSO data at all xp, although the latter
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FIG. 14 (color online). Conventional !! (top), K! (middle)
and p= !p (bottom) cross sections measured at three different CM
energies, compared with the predictions of the simulations
described in the text.
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the entire z range, while the ALEPH and LEP/Tevatron
tunes roughly agree with the data at low z and the
older Belle MC setting is in moderate agreement at
high z.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we present eþe− → h1h2X differential
cross sections in z1 and z2 for pion-pion, pion-kaon and
kaon-kaon pairs of the same and opposite charges and in
various topologies. The general expectations of disfa-
vored fragmentation functions being suppressed, espe-
cially at large fractional energies, are confirmed within
the assumptions mentioned in this article. In particular,
the same-sign pion pairs in opposite hemispheres fall
off more rapidly than the opposite-sign pion pairs. The
ordering with additional strangeness is also as expected
when taking into account the favored-kaon fragmentation
of strange quarks and charm decays. For example, where
strangeness needs to be created in the fragmentation such
as for same-sign kaon pairs and, to a lesser extent, the
same-sign pion-kaon pairs, the cross sections decrease
even more rapidly as the already disfavored same-sign
pion pairs.
The vanishing of the same-hemisphere dihadron cross

sections once the sum of the fractional energies of the two
hadrons exceeds unity supports the assumption of the
same-hemisphere dihadrons being produced predominantly
via single-parton dihadron fragmentation. This, in turn,
bolsters the interpretation of the opposite hemisphere
hadron pairs as arising from the fragmentation of different
partons. As a consequence, the inclusion of the opposite
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Cuts 
y |Z| vertex < 4cm , r vertex < 2cm, Pt>100MeV, 
y Eid, muid, then hadron id: 

y kpi(3,1,0,3,2); kpr(3,1,0,3,4); pipr(3,1,0,2,4); 
y Always two hadron ids cut on, should be similar to Martin’s analysis 

y Hadronb>0.5 
y NSVD hits>=3 
y Evisible>7 GeV 
y z1,z2>0.1 (or 0.2) 
y cosqlab >-0.511 && cosqlab<0.842 (matching Martin’s PID studies 

and full PID acceptance) 
y If thrust cut (same/opposite hemispheres) : thrust>0.8 and 

|thrustz|<0.75 
y Opening angle between thrust axis and track >0.8  
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BaBar results for ππ pairs
PRD 90,052003 (2014)

• Collins asymmetry measured as 
function of  

• 6×6 bins of pion fractional energy 
(similar behavior in RF0, for both 
UL and UC) 

• 4×4 bins of (pt1,pt2) in RF12 
• 9 bins of pt0 in RF0  
• asymmetry vs. sin2θth/(1+cos2θth) 

and sin2θ2/(1+cos2θ2)

Kang et al., PRD 91,071501 (2015)
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kaons is quite different. This could be due to the changing
flavor composition.

D. Average multiplicities, ratios and fractions

To estimate the average numbers of pions, kaons and
protons produced per event, we integrate the differential
cross sections over the measured p! range, and correct for
the unmeasured parts of the spectra. The integrals take
all systematic uncertainties and their correlations into
account, and are listed in the second column of Table V.
The uncertainties are dominated by the normalization and
fully correlated tracking systematics; there are also sub-
stantial contributions to the conventional !" and p= !p
results from the K0

S and strange baryon cross sections.
From Fig. 15, it is clear that the coverage, i.e. the

fraction of the spectrum covered by our measurement, is
over 95% for K" and p= !p. However, it is smaller for !",
and in no case is it clear a priori how to account for this
reliably. We consider four estimates of our coverage, one
from each of the three hadronization models and one from
an ensemble of distorted Gaussian fits. We consider fits
over all ranges that include the ten highest-" points and
give an acceptable #2 calculated from only the bins above
the peak plus the five bins just below the peak. The average
of these four coverage values is given in the third column of
Table V, with an uncertainty that corresponds to their RMS
deviation. The spread among the fits is smaller than this, as
are variations obtained by running any simulation with
different parameter values. We divide each measured
integral by the corresponding coverage to obtain the aver-
age event multiplicity listed in column four of Table V.

Previous results from CLEO at 10.49 GeV [33] and
ARGUS at 9.98 GeV are also listed in Table V, as are the
predictions of the three hadronization models. Our prompt
(conventional) !" rate is 7% (8%) and 2:0$ (2:2$) higher
than the ARGUS rate. A difference of this size is expected
from the ECM difference. Our K" and p= !p rates are also
slightly higher than the ARGUS rates. The CLEO rates are
substantially higher than ours, but their uncertainties are
large. With default parameter values, all three models give
conventional !" rates close to the ARGUS value and
8%–9% below ours, even though the simulations are run
at our ECM. The models predict K" rates that are slightly
too high, and widely varying p= !p rates, none of which is
consistent with the data. The total charged hadron rates
from ARGUS and CLEO are among the main inputs to the
tuning of these models.

From our cross sections we can derive production ratios
for pairs of hadrons, in which many of the systematic un-
certainties cancel at least partly. The remaining uncertain-
ties are dominated by particle identification systematics.
Previous experiments have presented this information in
the form of the fractions of all charged hadrons that are
pions, kaons and protons, f!, fK and fp. We show our
fractions for prompt and conventional hadrons in Fig. 17,

and tabulate them in the Supplemental Material [38]. The
prompt and conventional fractions are quite similar, and
converge at high xp. Strange hadron decay products cause

the conventional f! and fp to be larger than their prompt
counterparts at low xp, with fK correspondingly smaller.
The dominance of pions at low xp is expected due to

their lower mass and the contributions from decays of
heavier hadrons. The plateau values of fK and fp near

xp ¼ 0:6, of about 0.35 and 0.08, respectively, might reflect

the intrinsic relative production of strange particles and
baryons in the hadronization process. The decrease of fp at
high xp might be kinematic—a proton must be produced

along with an antibaryon, and the mass of the pair is a
large fraction of ECM=2. The K" from c !c events are also
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FIG. 17 (color online). Prompt (top) and conventional (bot-
tom) !", K", and p= !p fractions. The error bars are statistical
only, and the gray bands represent the systematic uncertainties,
which are strongly correlated from point to point. Also shown
are the predictions of the three hadronization models.

J. P. LEES et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 88, 032011 (2013)

032011-24

the entire z range, while the ALEPH and LEP/Tevatron
tunes roughly agree with the data at low z and the
older Belle MC setting is in moderate agreement at
high z.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we present eþe− → h1h2X differential
cross sections in z1 and z2 for pion-pion, pion-kaon and
kaon-kaon pairs of the same and opposite charges and in
various topologies. The general expectations of disfa-
vored fragmentation functions being suppressed, espe-
cially at large fractional energies, are confirmed within
the assumptions mentioned in this article. In particular,
the same-sign pion pairs in opposite hemispheres fall
off more rapidly than the opposite-sign pion pairs. The
ordering with additional strangeness is also as expected
when taking into account the favored-kaon fragmentation
of strange quarks and charm decays. For example, where
strangeness needs to be created in the fragmentation such
as for same-sign kaon pairs and, to a lesser extent, the
same-sign pion-kaon pairs, the cross sections decrease
even more rapidly as the already disfavored same-sign
pion pairs.
The vanishing of the same-hemisphere dihadron cross

sections once the sum of the fractional energies of the two
hadrons exceeds unity supports the assumption of the
same-hemisphere dihadrons being produced predominantly
via single-parton dihadron fragmentation. This, in turn,
bolsters the interpretation of the opposite hemisphere
hadron pairs as arising from the fragmentation of different
partons. As a consequence, the inclusion of the opposite
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FIG. 23 (color online). Differential cross sections (top panels) and ratios to the data (bottom panels) for the main single hadrons as a
function of z. Various MC tunes are also displayed as described in the text. For comparison, the relative statistical and systematic
uncertainties are shown for the data as well.
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FIG. 22 (color online). Single-pion (black circles), -kaon (blue
squares) and -proton (green triangles) cross sections from top to
bottom, as a function of z.

R. SEIDL et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 92, 092007 (2015)

092007-22

Cuts 
y |Z| vertex < 4cm , r vertex < 2cm, Pt>100MeV, 
y Eid, muid, then hadron id: 

y kpi(3,1,0,3,2); kpr(3,1,0,3,4); pipr(3,1,0,2,4); 
y Always two hadron ids cut on, should be similar to Martin’s analysis 

y Hadronb>0.5 
y NSVD hits>=3 
y Evisible>7 GeV 
y z1,z2>0.1 (or 0.2) 
y cosqlab >-0.511 && cosqlab<0.842 (matching Martin’s PID studies 

and full PID acceptance) 
y If thrust cut (same/opposite hemispheres) : thrust>0.8 and 

|thrustz|<0.75 
y Opening angle between thrust axis and track >0.8  

REF2015, Nov 2, 2015 51 R.Seidl: Fragmentation measurements 
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420 (1994) 565]; Boer, Jacobs & Radici 
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This initial fractional energy selection always takes the
nominal hadron mass as given by the PID information
into account. The requirement of z > 0.1 therefore safely
accommodates pion-kaon misidentification, which is
unfolded in the course of this analysis.
In addition, in order to study whether two hadrons have

likely emerged from the same parton or different partons,
the analysis is performed on several different sets by
requiring that both hadrons be in opposite hemispheres,
the same hemisphere or anywhere as depicted in Figs. 1
and 2. For the data sets where a hemisphere assignment is

required, the hemispheres are defined by the plane
perpendicular to the thrust axis and the thrust must satisfy
T > 0.8.

B. PID selection

To apply the PID correction according to the PID
efficiency matrices described in Ref. [1], the same selection
criteria must be applied to define a charged track as a
pion, kaon, proton, electron or muon. The information is
determined from normalized likelihood ratios that are
constructed from various detector responses. If the muon-
hadron likelihood ratio is above 0.9, the track is identified
as a muon. Otherwise, if the electron-hadron likelihood
ratio is above 0.85, the track is identified as an electron. If
neither of these applies, the track is identified as a kaon by
a kaon-pion likelihood ratio above 0.6 and a kaon-proton
likelihood ratio above 0.2. Pions are identified with the
kaon-pion likelihood ratio below 0.6 and a pion-proton
ratio above 0.2. Finally, protons are identified with the
inverse proton ratios above with kaon-proton and pion-
proton ratios below 0.2. While neither muons nor electrons
are considered explicitly for the single and dihadron
analysis, they are retained as necessary contributors for
the PID correction, wherein a certain fraction enter the
pion, kaon and proton samples under study.

II. DIHADRON ANALYSIS

In the following sections, the dihadron yields are
extracted and, successively, the various corrections and
the corresponding systematic uncertainties are applied
to arrive at the dihadron differential cross sections
d2σðeþe− → h1h2XÞ=dz1dz2.

A. Binning and cross section extraction

For the dihadron cross sections, a (z1, z2) binning is used.
We forgo a combined z and invariant-mass binning of the
hadron pair; the latter, in particular, is relevant in the same-
hemisphere topology as an unpolarized baseline to the
previously extracted interference fragmentation functions
[41] and would have allowed the extraction of individual
fragmentation functions for ρ, K$, ϕ and other resonances.
The z1 and z2 ranges of 0.2 to 1.0 used in this analysis

are each partitioned into 16 equidistant bins. All hadron
and charge combinations are treated independently and are
merged only after all corrections are applied and after
confirming their consistency where applicable (i.e., where
the same combinations of fragmentation functions appear,
such as πþπþ and π−π−). This leaves 16 different charge
and type combinations for pions and kaons initially, of
which six contain irreducible information.
Furthermore, as mentioned in the Introduction, three

hemisphere combinations are studied: two hadrons in the
same hemisphere, two hadrons in opposite hemispheres
and two hadrons irrespective of hemisphere or thrust cut;

FIG. 1 (color online). Illustration of dihadron fragmentation
where the final-state hadrons are depicted as red arrows, the
incoming leptons as blue arrows, and the event plane—spanned
by leptons and thrust axis—is depicted as a light blue plane. In
this case, both hadrons are found in opposite hemispheres defined
by the thrust axis, and generally out of the plane, as indicated by
the cones.

FIG. 2 (color online). Illustration of dihadron fragmentation
where the final-state hadrons are depicted as red arrows, the
incoming leptons as blue arrows and the event plane—spanned
by leptons and initial quarks/thrust axis—is depicted as a light
blue plane. In this case, both hadrons are found in the same
hemisphere as defined by the thrust axis, and generally out of the
plane, as indicated by the cones.

INCLUSIVE CROSS SECTIONS FOR PAIRS OF … PHYSICAL REVIEW D 92, 092007 (2015)
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This initial fractional energy selection always takes the
nominal hadron mass as given by the PID information
into account. The requirement of z > 0.1 therefore safely
accommodates pion-kaon misidentification, which is
unfolded in the course of this analysis.
In addition, in order to study whether two hadrons have

likely emerged from the same parton or different partons,
the analysis is performed on several different sets by
requiring that both hadrons be in opposite hemispheres,
the same hemisphere or anywhere as depicted in Figs. 1
and 2. For the data sets where a hemisphere assignment is

required, the hemispheres are defined by the plane
perpendicular to the thrust axis and the thrust must satisfy
T > 0.8.

B. PID selection

To apply the PID correction according to the PID
efficiency matrices described in Ref. [1], the same selection
criteria must be applied to define a charged track as a
pion, kaon, proton, electron or muon. The information is
determined from normalized likelihood ratios that are
constructed from various detector responses. If the muon-
hadron likelihood ratio is above 0.9, the track is identified
as a muon. Otherwise, if the electron-hadron likelihood
ratio is above 0.85, the track is identified as an electron. If
neither of these applies, the track is identified as a kaon by
a kaon-pion likelihood ratio above 0.6 and a kaon-proton
likelihood ratio above 0.2. Pions are identified with the
kaon-pion likelihood ratio below 0.6 and a pion-proton
ratio above 0.2. Finally, protons are identified with the
inverse proton ratios above with kaon-proton and pion-
proton ratios below 0.2. While neither muons nor electrons
are considered explicitly for the single and dihadron
analysis, they are retained as necessary contributors for
the PID correction, wherein a certain fraction enter the
pion, kaon and proton samples under study.

II. DIHADRON ANALYSIS

In the following sections, the dihadron yields are
extracted and, successively, the various corrections and
the corresponding systematic uncertainties are applied
to arrive at the dihadron differential cross sections
d2σðeþe− → h1h2XÞ=dz1dz2.

A. Binning and cross section extraction

For the dihadron cross sections, a (z1, z2) binning is used.
We forgo a combined z and invariant-mass binning of the
hadron pair; the latter, in particular, is relevant in the same-
hemisphere topology as an unpolarized baseline to the
previously extracted interference fragmentation functions
[41] and would have allowed the extraction of individual
fragmentation functions for ρ, K$, ϕ and other resonances.
The z1 and z2 ranges of 0.2 to 1.0 used in this analysis

are each partitioned into 16 equidistant bins. All hadron
and charge combinations are treated independently and are
merged only after all corrections are applied and after
confirming their consistency where applicable (i.e., where
the same combinations of fragmentation functions appear,
such as πþπþ and π−π−). This leaves 16 different charge
and type combinations for pions and kaons initially, of
which six contain irreducible information.
Furthermore, as mentioned in the Introduction, three

hemisphere combinations are studied: two hadrons in the
same hemisphere, two hadrons in opposite hemispheres
and two hadrons irrespective of hemisphere or thrust cut;

FIG. 1 (color online). Illustration of dihadron fragmentation
where the final-state hadrons are depicted as red arrows, the
incoming leptons as blue arrows, and the event plane—spanned
by leptons and thrust axis—is depicted as a light blue plane. In
this case, both hadrons are found in opposite hemispheres defined
by the thrust axis, and generally out of the plane, as indicated by
the cones.

FIG. 2 (color online). Illustration of dihadron fragmentation
where the final-state hadrons are depicted as red arrows, the
incoming leptons as blue arrows and the event plane—spanned
by leptons and initial quarks/thrust axis—is depicted as a light
blue plane. In this case, both hadrons are found in the same
hemisphere as defined by the thrust axis, and generally out of the
plane, as indicated by the cones.
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obtained from a 655 fb�1 data sample collected near the ⌥(4S) resonance with the Belle detector
at the KEKB asymmetric-energy e+e� collider.

Fragmentation functions allow us to understand the109

transition of asymptotically free partons into several con-110

fined hadrons. They cannot be calculated from first prin-111

ciples and thus need to be extracted experimentally. One112

of the main ways of obtaining them is via cross section113

or multiplicity measurements in electron-positron anni-114

hilation where no hadrons are present in the initial state.115

For many processes, factorization is assumed or proven116

to certain orders of the strong coupling and fragmenta-117

tion functions as well as parton distribution functions118

are considered universal. Because of this universality,119

these functions extracted in one process can be applied120

to another process. As such, the knowledge of fragmen-121

tation functions is, for example, used to extract various122

spin-dependent parton distribution functions in polarized123

semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (SIDIS) and po-124

larized hadron collisions. In particular, the extraction125

of the chiral-odd transversity distribution functions [1]126

and their related tensor charges so far entirely relies on127

transverse spin dependent fragmentation functions.128

The Belle experiment was the first to provide asym-129

metries [2] related to the single-hadron Collins fragmen-130

tation function [3]. These asymmetries rely on an ex-131

plicit transverse-momentum dependence of fragmenta-132

tion functions. The Collins fragmentation function de-133

scribes a correlation between the direction of an outgoing134

transversely polarized quark, its spin orientation and the135

azimuthal distribution of final-state hadrons, and serves136

as a transverse-spin analyzer. Collins asymmetries were137

extracted for pions and kaons in several SIDIS measure-138

ments so far [4–8], where they are convolved with the139

transversity distributions of interest, as well as recently140

in proton-proton collisions for pions [9]. The correspond-141

ing Collins fragmentation measurements were obtained142

in various electron-positron annihilation experiments for143

pions [2, 10, 11] and recently also kaons [12] based on144

the description of Ref. [13]. Some of these measurements145

have already been included in global transversity extrac-146

tions [14–17].147

An alternative way of accessing quark transversity is148

via di-hadron fragmentation functions [18–20]. This has149

the advantage of being based on collinear factorization.150

Also here Belle has provided the corresponding asym-151

metries related to the polarized fragmentation functions152

[21], which were used with the SIDIS measurements153

[22, 23] in a global analysis [24] (although not yet with154

the relevant measurements from proton-proton collisions155

[25]) to extract transversity in a collinear approach.156

In both approaches of transversity extraction, several157

assumptions had to be made due to the lack of su�-158

cient measurements. In the Collins-based extractions,159

the explicit transverse-momentum dependence was until160

recently unknown and is still poorly constrained. In the161

di-hadron based extractions, the corresponding unpolar-162

ized di-hadron fragmentation functions were not avail-163

able so far and theorists used Monte Carlo (MC) simu-164

lations to estimate those. This publication provides the165

unpolarized baseline for the measurements related to the166

spin-dependent di-hadron fragmentation functions.167

In a previous publication [26] the focus was on two-168

hadron cross sections di↵erential in their individual frac-169

tional energies z
1

= 2Eh1/
p
s and (likewise) z

2

. In170

this description, the two-hadron production can be de-171

scribed by di-hadron fragmentation functions (DiFF),172

initially introduced in Ref. [27] and based on the for-173

malism developed in Ref. [28]. DGLAP [29] evolution for174

DiFFs was also introduced previously [30, 31]. Recently175

this theoretical work has been applied also to DiFFs176

depending explicitly on the combined fractional energy177

z =
2Eh1h2p

s
and invariant mass mh1h2 of the hadons, in-178

stead of the hadron’s individual fractional energies, and179

including evolution as summarized in Ref. [32]. It is in180

this description that the SIDIS measurements and the181

Belle asymmetries were performed and, here we report182

the corresponding cross sections di↵erential in these two183

variables to provide the unpolarized baseline.184

The cross section at leading order in the strong cou-
pling can be described as

d2�(e+e� ! h
1

h
2

X)

dzdmh1h2

/
X

q

e2q

⇣
Dh1h2

1,q (z,mh1h2) +Dh1h2
1,q (z,mh1h2)

⌘
, (1)

where it is assumed that both hadrons emerge from the
same (anti)quark, q, and the scale dependence has been
dropped for brevity. The assumption that hadrons de-
tected in the same hemisphere, as illustrated in Fig. 1,
originate from the same initial parton is supported by the
results of Ref. [26]. To define the hemispheres a selection
of thrust axis and thrust value is required. The thrust
axis n̂ maximizes the thrust T [33]:

T
max

=

P
h |PCMS

h · n̂|P
h |PCMS

h |
. (2)

The sum extends over all detected particles, and PCMS

h185

denotes the three-momentum of particle h in the (e+e�)186

center-of-mass system (CMS).187

The cross sections for the inclusive production of di-188

hadrons of charged pions and kaons in the same hemi-189

sphere as a function of their fractional energy z and in-190

variant mass mh1h2 are presented in this paper. The191

cross sections are compared to various MC simulation192

tunes optimized for di↵erent collision systems and ener-193

gies. Various resonances in the mass spectra and distinct194

features from multi-body or subsequent decays of res-195

onances are identified with the help of MC simulations.196

Additionally, also the di-hadron cross sections after a MC197

based removal of all weak decays are presented.198

Thrust (axis):
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energy; the events with a c.m. energy below 99.5% of the
nominal energy are removed. Ideally, one would want to
observe the initial-state radiation directly in the recon-
structed data; however, most photons are in the very
forward and backward regions, outside the Belle accep-
tance. Instead, generated MC data are used to directly
identify ISR photons and remove their energies from the
total c.m. energy. In the MC data, the ISR photons are
identified by having their mother particles be an initial-
state lepton. The fraction of such events depends on the
fractional energies of the two final-state hadrons. If a

large amount of the energy is removed by the photons
from the produced quark-antiquark system, very high
fractional energies with respect to the nominal

ffiffiffi
s

p
are

inaccessible. Therefore the fraction of non-ISR events
(i.e., less than 0.5% c.m. energy loss) increases with
increasing fractional energies. This is indeed the case as
can be seen in Fig. 9 for the any topology hadron pairs
(and similarly for the other two topologies). The events
are then corrected by this fraction to obtain the ISR-free
differential cross sections at the nominal center-of-mass
energy. Since the ISR fraction depends on the fractional

TABLE I. Systematic and statistical uncertainty contributions for the main hadron combinations in the any topology integrated over
the entire ðz1; z2Þ range. The uncertainties due to the luminosity and track reconstruction are additional global uncertainties.

πþπ− πþπþ πþK− πþKþ KþK− KþKþ

Statistical 8.71 × 10−05 1.11 × 10−04 1.56 × 10−04 1.73 × 10−04 1.83 × 10−04 3.31 × 10−04

PID 9.61 × 10−04 4.78 × 10−04 2.09 × 10−03 1.85 × 10−03 2.57 × 10−03 3.06 × 10−03

Smearing 6.31 × 10−05 3.42 × 10−05 3.92 × 10−04 2.07 × 10−05 6.69 × 10−05 2.75 × 10−04

Non-qq̄ 6.07 × 10−04 6.30 × 10−04 1.03 × 10−03 9.98 × 10−04 1.14 × 10−03 1.88 × 10−03

Acceptance 1.16 × 10−03 1.32 × 10−03 2.04 × 10−03 2.14 × 10−03 2.24 × 10−03 3.65 × 10−03

ISR 3.66 × 10−04 4.13 × 10−04 5.97 × 10−04 6.09 × 10−04 7.12 × 10−04 1.03 × 10−03

Combined systematics 1.86 × 10−03 1.71 × 10−03 3.82 × 10−03 4.38 × 10−03 4.21 × 10−03 5.28 × 10−02

Luminosity 1.4 × 10−02

Track reconstruction 0.7 × 10−02
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FIG. 12 (color online). Differential cross sections for πþπ− (black circles), πþπþ (blue squares), πþK− (green triangles), πþKþ

(purple diamonds), KþK− (red crosses) and KþKþ (violet downward triangles) pairs in the any topology as a function of z2 for the
indicated z1 bins. The error boxes represent the systematic uncertainties.

R. SEIDL et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 92, 092007 (2015)

092007-14

no hemisphere preference [Phys. Rev. D92 (2015) 092007]

Cuts 
y |Z| vertex < 4cm , r vertex < 2cm, Pt>100MeV, 
y Eid, muid, then hadron id: 

y kpi(3,1,0,3,2); kpr(3,1,0,3,4); pipr(3,1,0,2,4); 
y Always two hadron ids cut on, should be similar to Martin’s analysis 

y Hadronb>0.5 
y NSVD hits>=3 
y Evisible>7 GeV 
y z1,z2>0.1 (or 0.2) 
y cosqlab >-0.511 && cosqlab<0.842 (matching Martin’s PID studies 

and full PID acceptance) 
y If thrust cut (same/opposite hemispheres) : thrust>0.8 and 

|thrustz|<0.75 
y Opening angle between thrust axis and track >0.8  

REF2015, Nov 2, 2015 51 R.Seidl: Fragmentation measurements 
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previous acceptance and efficiency corrections are not
complete and need to be further corrected for this effect.
As the dependence at smaller polar angles is well described
by the expected parabola, this function is used to fit the MC
data and compare the areas below the fit-result curve and
the actual histograms. In principle, this treatment should be
independent for the two hadrons and can be applied by
multiplication of the two individual correction factors. An
expected increase of the correction with increasing z2, due
to higher-z tracks being more collimated and thus closer to
the partonic polar angular dependence, has been confirmed.
The overall effect of this last acceptance correction is on the
order of a few percent.
The effect of all three acceptance and efficiency correc-

tions is summarized in Fig. 7, where the ratios of the
dihadron yields before and after the corrections are dis-
played. The overall effect amounts to between two times
the initial yields at moderate ðz1; z2Þ and more than ten
times at very high z (where the event preselection correc-
tion dominates).

F. Weak decays

Generally, fragmentation functions are only defined for
hadrons produced by QCD processes and decays and so

any weak decays should be removed. In practice this is only
possible—if at all—with the help of MC simulations and
not entirely reliable. Therefore, many fragmentation results
do not exclude weak decays or only those experimentally
detectable such as those of Λ baryons and neutral kaons.
The approach taken here is to provide results that either
contain all weak decays or completely remove them with
the help of MC simulations. Every cc̄ event undergoes at
least one weak decay to produce a pion or kaon. However,
in the fragmentation process, various quark-antiquark pairs
are created and consequently pions and kaons can be
created that did not originate directly from the decays of
charmed hadrons. The only way to separate them is by
following the parents of each final-state hadron in the MC
data to either a gluonic string, which corresponds to the
absence of a weak decay, or a hadron with a different,
nonlight valence flavor. In the latter case, a weak decay was
present and this hadron would have to be removed. The
difficulty is rapidly (algorithmically) determining this
information for a given hadron type. In the dihadron
analysis, it can be argued that the chance of at least one
of the two hadrons being from a weak decay is much higher
for charm events and that removing all charm events is a
valid approximation. However, this needs to be tested.
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FIG. 8 (color online). Fraction of hadron pairs in the any topology as a function of ðz1; z2Þ originating from weak and strong decays.
The individual relative contributions are displayed from top to bottom for strong uds decays (purple, dark filled area), weak charm
decays (blue dotted area), strong charm decays (dark-green, negative hatched area) and weak uds decays (red, horizontal striped area).
The strong decay fractions are also displayed as dashed magenta lines. Also the weak decay fractions for udscMC data using the default
PYTHIA settings are indicated by the dark-green, solid lines. For brevity, only diagonal (z1 ¼ z2) entries in each of the two-dimensional
matrices are shown.
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hadron-pairs: weak-decay contributions
not all hadrons originate from uds quarks but e.g., from D decay

here only z1=z2 diagonal bins
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hadron-pairs: topology comparison
any hemisphere vs. opposite- & same-hemisphere pairs

same-hemisphere pairs with kinematic limit at z1=z2=0.5
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disfavored fragmentation from strange quarks to pions is not
as suppressed. Same-sign kaon pairs, where at least one
strange-quark pair needs to be produced in the fragmenta-
tion, are always suppressed at least one order of magnitude
relative to the opposite-sign pion pairs. This shows that
strangeness produced in fragmentation is indeed strongly

suppressed, as is generally assumed in fragmentation
models such as those included in PYTHIA.

2. Hemisphere decomposition

Figure 15 displays all six relevant hadron combinations
for opposite hemispheres while Fig. 16 shows the cross
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FIG. 17 (color online). Differential cross sections (top panels) and ratios to the same and opposite topology sum (bottom panels)
for the main hadron combinations, stacking same (gray filled areas, including thrust selection T > 0.8) and opposite (blue hatched
areas, including thrust selection T > 0.8) hemisphere data and comparing to those without hemisphere assignment (red curves). For
visibility, only the diagonal ðz1; z2Þ bins and statistical uncertainties are displayed.
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sections for hadrons within the same hemisphere using a
thrust requirement of T > 0.8. Note that the requirement
of a minimum thrust value is not corrected for in these
hemisphere decompositions, which must be taken into
account when used for global FF analyses. As expected,
the cross sections at small z are of similar magnitude

between the same and opposite hemispheres, while at
higher z only opposite-hemisphere pairs remain.
These cross sections with hemisphere assignment can

be compared to the cross sections without the hemisphere
assignment and without the thrust requirement, as shown
in Fig. 17 for diagonal ðz1; z2Þ bins. As expected, the
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FIG. 18 (color online). Differential cross sections (top panels) and ratios to the data (bottom panels) for the main hadron pairs in the
any topology as a function of ðz1; z2Þ for diagonal bins only. Various PYTHIA tunes are also displayed as described in the text. For
comparison, the relative statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown for the data as well.
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hadron-pairs: comparison with PYTHIA
generally good agreement at low z

at large z only present Belle and PYTHIA default tunes satisfactory
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angular correlations between nearly back-to-back hadrons used to tag 
transverse quark polarization -> Collins fragmentation functions

RF0: one hadron as reference axis  -> cos(2𝞍0) modulation

RF12: thrust (or similar) axis          -> cos(𝞍1+𝞍2) modulation

RF0 and RF12: different convolutions over transverse momenta

debatable: MC used to “correct” thrust axis to qq axis

hadron-pairs: angular correlations
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RF12

RF0

Reference frames

I. Garzia, TMDe2015 - 2-4 Sep, 2015 7

Jet-like events 
- B factories (BaBar and 

Belle) 
- No useful in BESIII

The only frame used in 
BESIII 
- low center of mass energy: 

more spherical events  
- Jet-like topology ensured 

by requiring θh1h2>120°

e-

e+

Thrust 
axis

θT

hemisphere 1

hemisphere 2

e-

e+

Thrust 
axis ?

Analysis Reference Rrame (RF)

I. Garzia 5

RF12 or Thrust RF

All quantities in e+e- center of mass

θth: angle between the e+e- axis and the thrust axis;

φ1,2: azimuthal angles between pt1(t2) and the scattering plane:

RF0 or Second hadron momentum RF

θ2: angle between the e+e- axis and Ph2;

φ0: azimuthal angle between the plane spanned by Ph2  and

the e+e- axis, and the direction of Ph1 perpendicular to Ph2:

All quantities in e+e- center of mass

Two reference frames in literature:
Nucl. Phys. B 806, 23 (2009), PRD 78, 032011 (2008)

QCD-N’12

RF0 RF12

-
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compared to
ffiffiffi
s

p
ðQ2

t ≪ sÞ [28], and a safe compromise is to
require Qt < 3.5 GeV.
The same selection is applied to same-charge and

opposite-charge pion pairs. About 108 pion pairs are
selected and used in the analysis.

V. NORMALIZED AZIMUTHAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Following Eqs. (3) and (7), the azimuthal distributions of
the normalized yields Rα, defined in Sec. II, can be
parametrized as

Ri
α ¼ bα þ aα cosðβαÞ; ð13Þ

where α ¼ 0; 12 indicates the reference frame, i ¼ U;L;C
the charge combination of the pion pair, and β is the
azimuthal angle combination ϕ1 þ ϕ2 or 2ϕ0, according to
the frame used. The parameter bα should be consistent with
unity, while aα gives the amplitude of the asymmetries. The
normalized azimuthal distributions, presented in Fig. 6 for
MC and data samples, are strongly affected by detector
acceptances and show apparent modulations. This is clearly
visible in the simulated sample, for which a flat distribution
is expected since the polarizedDðzÞ are not implemented in

the MC generator. However, the RL and RU distributions
are almost coincident in the MC sample [Fig. 6(a)], while a
clear difference is observed in data [Fig. 6(b)]. This
difference is the observable effect of the azimuthal asym-
metry produced by the Collins effect.
Detector effects depend on the jet direction. When the qq

pair is created at low polar angle with respect to the beam
axis, there is a higher probability that part of the jet falls
outside the detector coverage, and the thrust can be badly
reconstructed. The result is a distortion of the distribution,
as visible in Fig. 7, which shows RU and RL in the RF0
frame for different intervals of cosðθthÞ. The same effect is
also visible in the RF12 frame. The triangles in Fig. 7 also
show the residual effects of gluon radiation to be small.
We can parameterize the acceptance effects on the nor-
malized distribution as an additional contribution to the
cosðβαÞ modulation, whose amplitude varies with θ: aϵαðθÞ.
Therefore, Eq. (13) becomes

Ri
α ¼ ð1þ aϵαðθÞ cosðβαÞÞ · ðbα þ aα cosðβαÞÞ
¼ bα þ ½aα þ aϵαðθÞbα& cosðβαÞ þ aαaϵαðθÞcos2ðβαÞ;

ð14Þ

and shows a coupling between the Collins and detector
acceptance effects proportional to cos2ðβαÞ.
In principle, it would be possible to estimate detector

acceptance effects with simulated events, and correct the
asymmetries measured in the data sample, but this pro-
cedure would introduce large uncertainties. All these
considerations suggest the possibility to form a suitable
double ratio of azimuthal distributions, in order to reduce
the effect of detector acceptance and perform a measure-
ment almost independent from simulation.

VI. DOUBLE RATIOS

Given the difficulties in separating the Collins effect
from asymmetries produced by detector acceptances and
radiative effects, we exploit the fact that most of the
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FIG. 6 (color online). Normalized azimuthal distributions for
like-sign (RL, full circles) and unlike-sign (RU, open circles) pion
pairs, for (a) MC simulation and (b) data, in RF12.
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challenge: large modulations even 
without Collins effect (e.g., MC)

hadron-pairs: angular correlations
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BaBar results for ππ pairs
PRD 90,052003 (2014)

• Collins asymmetry measured as 
function of  

• 6×6 bins of pion fractional energy 
(similar behavior in RF0, for both 
UL and UC) 

• 4×4 bins of (pt1,pt2) in RF12 
• 9 bins of pt0 in RF0  
• asymmetry vs. sin2θth/(1+cos2θth) 

and sin2θ2/(1+cos2θ2)

Kang et al., PRD 91,071501 (2015)

no TMD  
evolution 

LL 
NLL’
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instrumental effects should largely cancel in ratios of
asymmetries, as for example, the ratio of unlike-sign over
like-sign asymmetries,

RU
12

RL
12

≃
1þ h sin2θth

1þcos2θth
iGU cosðϕ1 þ ϕ2Þ

1þ h sin2θth
1þcos2θth

iGL cosðϕ1 þ ϕ2Þ

≃ 1þ
!

sin2θth
1þ cos2θth

"
fGU −GLg cosðϕ1 þ ϕ2Þ: ð15Þ

Here, GL and GU are, respectively,

GU ∝
5Hfav

1 Hfav
1 þ 7Hdis

1 Hdis
1

5Dfav
1 Dfav

1 þ 7Ddis
1 Ddis

1

;

GL ∝
5Hfav

1 Hdis
1 þ 5Hdis

1 Hfav
1 þ 2Hdis

1 Hdis
1

5Dfav
1 Ddis

1 þ 5Ddis
1 Dfav

1 þ 2Ddis
1 Ddis

1

; ð16Þ

where we omitted the z and pt dependence in order to
simplify the notation. The double ratio (DR) is performed
after the integration over the polar angle θth, so that
the average values of the quantity sin2 θth=ð1þ cos2 θthÞ
appear. These average values do not differ for like-, unlike-,
and all charged pion pairs. In Eq. (15) we assume that the
detector acceptance effects do not depend on the charge
combination of the pion pairs, that is aϵ;LðθthÞ ¼ aϵ;UðθthÞ.
We also neglect the extra term proportional to
cos2ðϕ1 þ ϕ2Þ, which couple the detector acceptance to
the true Collins asymmetries, and stop the series expansion
at the first order in cosðϕ1 þ ϕ2Þ. We have checked for the
presence of these and other terms in addition to the
cosðϕ1 þ ϕ2Þ modulation and found them negligible.
Also the assumption of acceptance effects independent
on the charge combination of the pion pairs seems to hold,
and noting that also the asymmetries produced by gluon
radiation do not depend on the charge combination, the
asymmetry amplitudes resulting from the double ratio
should mainly depend on a different combination of
favored and disfavored fragmentation functions (see also
discussion in Sec. IX).
Similarly, the DR of the normalized distributions of

unlike-sign and charged pion pairs is given by

RU
12

RC
12

≃ 1þ
!

sin2θth
1þ cos2θth

"
fGU −GCg cosðϕ1 þ ϕ2Þ;

ð17Þ

with

GC ∝
5ðHfav

1 þHdis
1 ÞðHfav

1 þHdis
1 Þ þ 4Hdis

1 Hdis
1

5ðDfav
1 þDdis

1 ÞðDfav
1 þDdis

1 Þ þ 4Ddis
1 Ddis

1

: ð18Þ

The measured U=L and U=C double ratios can be used
to derive information about the relative sign and magnitude

of favored and disfavored fragmentation functions [31].
Analogous expressions can be obtained in the RF0 refer-
ence frame, with modulations in cosð2ϕ0Þ instead
of cosðϕ1 þ ϕ2Þ.
The DRs are still parametrized by a cosine function

Ri
α

Rj
α
¼ Bij

α þ Aij
α · cosðβαÞ; ð19Þ

where B and A are free parameters. The constant term B
should be consistent with unity and the parameter A,
which depends on z, pt, and the average value of
sin2 θ=ð1þ cos2 θÞ, should mainly contain the Collins
effect.
Figure 8 shows the DR of unlike- to like-sign pion pairs

for samples of simulated and data events. The distribution
for the MC sample is now essentially flat as expected;
however, a slight deviation from zero asymmetry, of the
order of 0.2%, is measured. The origin and the effect of this
bias will be discussed in Sec. IXA. A clear cosine modu-
lation is instead visible in the data sample [Fig. 8(b)], which
can be attributed to the Collins effect.
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FIG. 8 (color online). Double ratio of azimuthal distributions of
unlike- over like- sign pion pairs for Monte Carlo (a) and data (b)
samples, in the RF12 system. The solid lines are the result of the
fits with the function reported in Eq. (19).
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challenge: large modulations even 
without Collins effect (e.g., MC)

construct double ratio of 
normalized-yield distributions R12, 
e.g. unlike-/like-sign:

suppresses flavor-independent 
sources of modulations

GU/L specific combinations of FFs

remaining MC asym.’s: systematics

hadron-pairs: angular correlations
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instrumental effects should largely cancel in ratios of
asymmetries, as for example, the ratio of unlike-sign over
like-sign asymmetries,
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where we omitted the z and pt dependence in order to
simplify the notation. The double ratio (DR) is performed
after the integration over the polar angle θth, so that
the average values of the quantity sin2 θth=ð1þ cos2 θthÞ
appear. These average values do not differ for like-, unlike-,
and all charged pion pairs. In Eq. (15) we assume that the
detector acceptance effects do not depend on the charge
combination of the pion pairs, that is aϵ;LðθthÞ ¼ aϵ;UðθthÞ.
We also neglect the extra term proportional to
cos2ðϕ1 þ ϕ2Þ, which couple the detector acceptance to
the true Collins asymmetries, and stop the series expansion
at the first order in cosðϕ1 þ ϕ2Þ. We have checked for the
presence of these and other terms in addition to the
cosðϕ1 þ ϕ2Þ modulation and found them negligible.
Also the assumption of acceptance effects independent
on the charge combination of the pion pairs seems to hold,
and noting that also the asymmetries produced by gluon
radiation do not depend on the charge combination, the
asymmetry amplitudes resulting from the double ratio
should mainly depend on a different combination of
favored and disfavored fragmentation functions (see also
discussion in Sec. IX).
Similarly, the DR of the normalized distributions of

unlike-sign and charged pion pairs is given by
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The measured U=L and U=C double ratios can be used
to derive information about the relative sign and magnitude

of favored and disfavored fragmentation functions [31].
Analogous expressions can be obtained in the RF0 refer-
ence frame, with modulations in cosð2ϕ0Þ instead
of cosðϕ1 þ ϕ2Þ.
The DRs are still parametrized by a cosine function

Ri
α

Rj
α
¼ Bij

α þ Aij
α · cosðβαÞ; ð19Þ

where B and A are free parameters. The constant term B
should be consistent with unity and the parameter A,
which depends on z, pt, and the average value of
sin2 θ=ð1þ cos2 θÞ, should mainly contain the Collins
effect.
Figure 8 shows the DR of unlike- to like-sign pion pairs

for samples of simulated and data events. The distribution
for the MC sample is now essentially flat as expected;
however, a slight deviation from zero asymmetry, of the
order of 0.2%, is measured. The origin and the effect of this
bias will be discussed in Sec. IXA. A clear cosine modu-
lation is instead visible in the data sample [Fig. 8(b)], which
can be attributed to the Collins effect.
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FIG. 8 (color online). Double ratio of azimuthal distributions of
unlike- over like- sign pion pairs for Monte Carlo (a) and data (b)
samples, in the RF12 system. The solid lines are the result of the
fits with the function reported in Eq. (19).
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BaBar results for ππ pairs
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• 6×6 bins of pion fractional energy 
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• 4×4 bins of (pt1,pt2) in RF12 
• 9 bins of pt0 in RF0  
• asymmetry vs. sin2θth/(1+cos2θth) 

and sin2θ2/(1+cos2θ2)

Kang et al., PRD 91,071501 (2015)
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FIG. 17: Light quark (uds) A0 asymmetry parameters as a func-
tion of z2 for 4 z1 bins. The UL data are represented by triangles
and the systematic error by the upper error band. The UC data
are described by the squares and their systematic uncertainty
by the lower error band.

term has been set to zero. In both cases the results are
consistent with a linear behavior. The results obtained
with the thrust axis defining the polar angle can be de-
scribed by the linear term only as the χ2 per degree of
freedom of the fit changes only slightly when allowing
the constant term to float, for example for the AUL

0 re-
sult from 2.4 to 1.67 and from 2.56 to 2.35 for the AUL

12
result. The A0 results obtained with θ2 as the polar angle
favor a nonzero constant term; when a constant term is
included the reduced χ2 of the fit decreases significantly
from 2.81 to 1.26 for the AUL

0 result and from 2.57 to
1.22 for the AUC

0 result. This can be explained by the
fact that the thrust axis describes the original quark di-
rection better than the 2nd hadron’s polar angle, which
receives some additional transverse momentum relative
to the quark axis.

3. Double ratios versus QT for high and low thrust data
samples

The dependence of the asymmetries on the virtual pho-
ton momentum in the two-hadron center-of-mass frame
is also of interest. The results are shown in Figs. 21
and 22. In addition to the charm-corrected asymmetries
the asymmetries for the reverse thrust selection T < 0.8
are displayed. The contributions of both charm quarks
and by Υ(4S) decays are quite substantial in the reverse
thrust selection sample and can add up to almost 70%
in the highest QT bin. The results of the reverse thrust
selection are displayed uncorrected for the charm and
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the Υ(4S) contributions. When comparing the reverse
thrust selection for on and off-resonance data one sees
that the Υ(4S) does give an additional contribution to
the A12 asymmetries. Nevertheless it is clearly visible
that the asymmetries are significantly lower than in the
main data selection. This is the expected behavior, since
the asymmetries due to the Collins effect are smeared out

Cuts 
y |Z| vertex < 4cm , r vertex < 2cm, Pt>100MeV, 
y Eid, muid, then hadron id: 

y kpi(3,1,0,3,2); kpr(3,1,0,3,4); pipr(3,1,0,2,4); 
y Always two hadron ids cut on, should be similar to Martin’s analysis 

y Hadronb>0.5 
y NSVD hits>=3 
y Evisible>7 GeV 
y z1,z2>0.1 (or 0.2) 
y cosqlab >-0.511 && cosqlab<0.842 (matching Martin’s PID studies 

and full PID acceptance) 
y If thrust cut (same/opposite hemispheres) : thrust>0.8 and 

|thrustz|<0.75 
y Opening angle between thrust axis and track >0.8  
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sign opposite to the favored one [31], as also suggested by
the HERMES experiment [13].

B. Collins asymmetries vs transverse momenta

The Collins asymmetries measured in the two reference
frames, in bins of ðpt1; pt2Þ and pt0, are shown in Fig. 16
and Table III. The results from the two double ratios are
reported. This is the first measurement of the dependence

on the pion transverse momenta in eþe− annihilation, and
is important for a theoretical understanding of the evolution
of the Collins fragmentation function. In RF0 the measured
asymmetries are consistent with zero at very low pt0, rise
almost linearly up to about 2% for UL and 1% for UC, at
0.8 GeV, and then flat. In RF12 the asymmetries slightly
differ from zero at low transverse momenta, and exhibit
also in this case a smooth rise of the asymmetries with
ðpt1; pt2Þ up to a maximum of about 7% and 3% for UL and
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function of  

• 6×6 bins of pion fractional energy 
(similar behavior in RF0, for both 
UL and UC) 

• 4×4 bins of (pt1,pt2) in RF12 
• 9 bins of pt0 in RF0  
• asymmetry vs. sin2θth/(1+cos2θth) 

and sin2θ2/(1+cos2θ2)
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FIG. 17: Light quark (uds) A0 asymmetry parameters as a func-
tion of z2 for 4 z1 bins. The UL data are represented by triangles
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are described by the squares and their systematic uncertainty
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term has been set to zero. In both cases the results are
consistent with a linear behavior. The results obtained
with the thrust axis defining the polar angle can be de-
scribed by the linear term only as the χ2 per degree of
freedom of the fit changes only slightly when allowing
the constant term to float, for example for the AUL

0 re-
sult from 2.4 to 1.67 and from 2.56 to 2.35 for the AUL

12
result. The A0 results obtained with θ2 as the polar angle
favor a nonzero constant term; when a constant term is
included the reduced χ2 of the fit decreases significantly
from 2.81 to 1.26 for the AUL

0 result and from 2.57 to
1.22 for the AUC

0 result. This can be explained by the
fact that the thrust axis describes the original quark di-
rection better than the 2nd hadron’s polar angle, which
receives some additional transverse momentum relative
to the quark axis.

3. Double ratios versus QT for high and low thrust data
samples

The dependence of the asymmetries on the virtual pho-
ton momentum in the two-hadron center-of-mass frame
is also of interest. The results are shown in Figs. 21
and 22. In addition to the charm-corrected asymmetries
the asymmetries for the reverse thrust selection T < 0.8
are displayed. The contributions of both charm quarks
and by Υ(4S) decays are quite substantial in the reverse
thrust selection sample and can add up to almost 70%
in the highest QT bin. The results of the reverse thrust
selection are displayed uncorrected for the charm and
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the Υ(4S) contributions. When comparing the reverse
thrust selection for on and off-resonance data one sees
that the Υ(4S) does give an additional contribution to
the A12 asymmetries. Nevertheless it is clearly visible
that the asymmetries are significantly lower than in the
main data selection. This is the expected behavior, since
the asymmetries due to the Collins effect are smeared out

Cuts 
y |Z| vertex < 4cm , r vertex < 2cm, Pt>100MeV, 
y Eid, muid, then hadron id: 

y kpi(3,1,0,3,2); kpr(3,1,0,3,4); pipr(3,1,0,2,4); 
y Always two hadron ids cut on, should be similar to Martin’s analysis 

y Hadronb>0.5 
y NSVD hits>=3 
y Evisible>7 GeV 
y z1,z2>0.1 (or 0.2) 
y cosqlab >-0.511 && cosqlab<0.842 (matching Martin’s PID studies 

and full PID acceptance) 
y If thrust cut (same/opposite hemispheres) : thrust>0.8 and 

|thrustz|<0.75 
y Opening angle between thrust axis and track >0.8  
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sign opposite to the favored one [31], as also suggested by
the HERMES experiment [13].

B. Collins asymmetries vs transverse momenta

The Collins asymmetries measured in the two reference
frames, in bins of ðpt1; pt2Þ and pt0, are shown in Fig. 16
and Table III. The results from the two double ratios are
reported. This is the first measurement of the dependence

on the pion transverse momenta in eþe− annihilation, and
is important for a theoretical understanding of the evolution
of the Collins fragmentation function. In RF0 the measured
asymmetries are consistent with zero at very low pt0, rise
almost linearly up to about 2% for UL and 1% for UC, at
0.8 GeV, and then flat. In RF12 the asymmetries slightly
differ from zero at low transverse momenta, and exhibit
also in this case a smooth rise of the asymmetries with
ðpt1; pt2Þ up to a maximum of about 7% and 3% for UL and
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(similar behavior in RF0, for both 
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term has been set to zero. In both cases the results are
consistent with a linear behavior. The results obtained
with the thrust axis defining the polar angle can be de-
scribed by the linear term only as the χ2 per degree of
freedom of the fit changes only slightly when allowing
the constant term to float, for example for the AUL

0 re-
sult from 2.4 to 1.67 and from 2.56 to 2.35 for the AUL

12
result. The A0 results obtained with θ2 as the polar angle
favor a nonzero constant term; when a constant term is
included the reduced χ2 of the fit decreases significantly
from 2.81 to 1.26 for the AUL

0 result and from 2.57 to
1.22 for the AUC

0 result. This can be explained by the
fact that the thrust axis describes the original quark di-
rection better than the 2nd hadron’s polar angle, which
receives some additional transverse momentum relative
to the quark axis.

3. Double ratios versus QT for high and low thrust data
samples

The dependence of the asymmetries on the virtual pho-
ton momentum in the two-hadron center-of-mass frame
is also of interest. The results are shown in Figs. 21
and 22. In addition to the charm-corrected asymmetries
the asymmetries for the reverse thrust selection T < 0.8
are displayed. The contributions of both charm quarks
and by Υ(4S) decays are quite substantial in the reverse
thrust selection sample and can add up to almost 70%
in the highest QT bin. The results of the reverse thrust
selection are displayed uncorrected for the charm and
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the Υ(4S) contributions. When comparing the reverse
thrust selection for on and off-resonance data one sees
that the Υ(4S) does give an additional contribution to
the A12 asymmetries. Nevertheless it is clearly visible
that the asymmetries are significantly lower than in the
main data selection. This is the expected behavior, since
the asymmetries due to the Collins effect are smeared out

Cuts 
y |Z| vertex < 4cm , r vertex < 2cm, Pt>100MeV, 
y Eid, muid, then hadron id: 

y kpi(3,1,0,3,2); kpr(3,1,0,3,4); pipr(3,1,0,2,4); 
y Always two hadron ids cut on, should be similar to Martin’s analysis 

y Hadronb>0.5 
y NSVD hits>=3 
y Evisible>7 GeV 
y z1,z2>0.1 (or 0.2) 
y cosqlab >-0.511 && cosqlab<0.842 (matching Martin’s PID studies 

and full PID acceptance) 
y If thrust cut (same/opposite hemispheres) : thrust>0.8 and 

|thrustz|<0.75 
y Opening angle between thrust axis and track >0.8  
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the charge of the pions. Through the double ratios, charge-
independent instrumental effects cancel out, and QCD
radiative effects are negligible at the first order, while
the charge-dependent Collins asymmetries are kept. The
double ratio RU=RLðCÞ follows the expression

RU

RLðCÞ ¼ A cosð2ϕ0Þ þ B; ð3Þ

where A and B are free parameters. B should be consistent
with unity, and A mainly contains the Collins effect. The
AUL, AUC are used to denote the asymmetries for UL and
UC ratios, respectively.
The analysis is performed in bins of (z1, z2), pt, and

sin2 θ2=ð1þ cos2 θ2Þ. In (z1, z2) bins, the boundaries are
set at zi ¼ 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.9 (i ¼ 1, 2), where comple-
mentary off-diagonal bins (z1, z2) and (z2, z1) are com-
bined. In each bin, normalized rates RU;L;C and double
ratios RU=RL;C are evaluated. In Fig. 2, the distributions of
the double ratio RU=RL are shown as an example for two
highest (z1, z2) bins with the fit results using Eq. (3). The
asymmetry values (A) obtained from the fits are shown as a
function of six symmetric (z1, z2) bins, pt, and sin2 θ2=ð1þ
cos2 θ2Þ bins in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The numerical
results in each (z1,z2) and pt bins are listed in Table I.
Several potential sources of systematic uncertainties are

investigated, and all systematic uncertainties are added in
quadrature finally. An important test is the extraction of
double ratios from MC samples, in which the Collins
asymmetries are not included but radiative gluon and
detector acceptance effects are taken into account. In the
MC samples, which is about 10 times of data statistics,
double ratios are found to be consistent with 0 in all bins
within statistical uncertainties. To test any potential smear-
ing effects in the reconstruction process, MC samples are
reweighted to produce generated asymmetries which vary
in (0.02, 0.15) for UL ratios and (0.01, 0.08) for UC ratios
in different bins. The reconstructed asymmetries are

basically consistent with input; the differences between
them, which range from 0.2% to 48% for UL ratios and
range from 2% to 31% forUC ratios relatively, are included
in the systematic uncertainties.
Additional possible contribution from gluon radiation

can be examined in data by subtracting the normalized
yields RU − RLðCÞ. The subtraction method will cancel all
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overlaid, where the hatched areas show the predicted bands.
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taken as systematic uncertainty. The effects due to the
particle identification are evaluated using tighter and looser
selection criteria. The largest deviations with respect to the
nominal selection are taken as systematic uncertainties: the
average relative uncertainties are around 10%, 7%, and 5%
for the KK, Kπ, and ππ pairs. Fitting the azimuthal
distributions using different bin sizes, we determine relative
systematic uncertainties, which are not larger than 5%,
1.9%, and 1% for the three samples. The systematic
uncertainty due to the Etot cut is obtained by comparing
the measured asymmetries with those obtained with the
looser selection Etot > 10 GeV. The average systematic
contribution is around 10% for the three samples in both
reference frames. We use different fitting functions with
additional higher harmonic terms. No significant changes in
the value of the cosine moments with respect to the standard
fits are found. As a cross-check of the double ratio method
we fit the difference of Ri distributions, and we compare the
two results. The difference between the two procedures is
negligible for Kπ and ππ pairs, while it reaches 1% and 3%
for kaon pairs in RF12 and RF0, respectively. All the other
systematic contributions are negligible [11].
The Collins asymmetries measured for the 16 two-

dimensional ðz1; z2Þ bins, for reconstructed KK, Kπ, and
ππ hadron pairs, are shown in Fig. 4 for RF12 and RF0, and
are summarized in tables reported in the Supplemental
Material [30]. The asymmetries are corrected for the
background contributions and K=π contamination follow-
ing Eq. (7), the MC bias is subtracted, and the corrections
due to the dilution effects are applied. The total systematic
uncertainties are obtained by adding in quadrature the
individual contributions, and are represented by the bands
around the data points.

An increasing asymmetry with increasing hadron ener-
gies is visible for the U=L double ratio in both reference
frames. The largest effects, but with less precision, are
observed forKK pairs, for whichAUL

12 is consistentwith zero
at low z, and reaches 22% in the last z bin, while somewhat
smaller values are seen for ππ andKπ pairs. In particular, at
low ðz1; z2Þ bins AUL for ππ pairs is nonzero, in agreement
with the behavior observed in [11]. The small differences
between the two data sets are due to the different kinematic
region selected after the cut on cos θth. The AUC asymmetry
is smaller thanAUL in all cases, and, for theKK pairs, the rise
of the asymmetrywith the hadron energies is not evident.We
also note that the asymmetries for the KK pairs are larger
than the others when theU=L ratio is considered, while they
are at the same level, or lower, when they are extracted from
the U=C ratio.
In summary, we have studied for the first time in eþe−

annihilation the Collins asymmetry for inclusive produc-
tion of KK and Kπ pairs as a function of ðz1; z2Þ in two
distinct reference frames. We measure the azimuthal
modulation of the double ratios U=L and U=C, which
are sensitive to the favored and disfavored Collins FFs for
light quarks. We simultaneously extract also the Collins
asymmetries for ππ pairs, which are found to be in
agreement with those obtained in previous studies
[11,13]. The results reported in this paper and those
obtained from SIDIS experiments can be used in a global
analysis to extract the favored contribution of the strange
quark, and to improve the knowledge on the u and d
fragmentation processes [14–16].

We are grateful for the excellent luminosity and machine
conditions provided by our PEP-II2 colleagues, and for the
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and ππ pairs. The statistical and systematic uncertainties are represented by the bars and the bands around the points, respectively. The
16 ðz1; z2Þ bins are shown on the x axis: in each interval between the dashed lines, z1 is chosen in the following ranges: [0.15, 0.2], [0.2,
0.3], [0.3, 0.5], and [0.5, 0.9], while within each interval the points correspond to the four bins in z2.
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taken as systematic uncertainty. The effects due to the
particle identification are evaluated using tighter and looser
selection criteria. The largest deviations with respect to the
nominal selection are taken as systematic uncertainties: the
average relative uncertainties are around 10%, 7%, and 5%
for the KK, Kπ, and ππ pairs. Fitting the azimuthal
distributions using different bin sizes, we determine relative
systematic uncertainties, which are not larger than 5%,
1.9%, and 1% for the three samples. The systematic
uncertainty due to the Etot cut is obtained by comparing
the measured asymmetries with those obtained with the
looser selection Etot > 10 GeV. The average systematic
contribution is around 10% for the three samples in both
reference frames. We use different fitting functions with
additional higher harmonic terms. No significant changes in
the value of the cosine moments with respect to the standard
fits are found. As a cross-check of the double ratio method
we fit the difference of Ri distributions, and we compare the
two results. The difference between the two procedures is
negligible for Kπ and ππ pairs, while it reaches 1% and 3%
for kaon pairs in RF12 and RF0, respectively. All the other
systematic contributions are negligible [11].
The Collins asymmetries measured for the 16 two-

dimensional ðz1; z2Þ bins, for reconstructed KK, Kπ, and
ππ hadron pairs, are shown in Fig. 4 for RF12 and RF0, and
are summarized in tables reported in the Supplemental
Material [30]. The asymmetries are corrected for the
background contributions and K=π contamination follow-
ing Eq. (7), the MC bias is subtracted, and the corrections
due to the dilution effects are applied. The total systematic
uncertainties are obtained by adding in quadrature the
individual contributions, and are represented by the bands
around the data points.

An increasing asymmetry with increasing hadron ener-
gies is visible for the U=L double ratio in both reference
frames. The largest effects, but with less precision, are
observed forKK pairs, for whichAUL

12 is consistentwith zero
at low z, and reaches 22% in the last z bin, while somewhat
smaller values are seen for ππ andKπ pairs. In particular, at
low ðz1; z2Þ bins AUL for ππ pairs is nonzero, in agreement
with the behavior observed in [11]. The small differences
between the two data sets are due to the different kinematic
region selected after the cut on cos θth. The AUC asymmetry
is smaller thanAUL in all cases, and, for theKK pairs, the rise
of the asymmetrywith the hadron energies is not evident.We
also note that the asymmetries for the KK pairs are larger
than the others when theU=L ratio is considered, while they
are at the same level, or lower, when they are extracted from
the U=C ratio.
In summary, we have studied for the first time in eþe−

annihilation the Collins asymmetry for inclusive produc-
tion of KK and Kπ pairs as a function of ðz1; z2Þ in two
distinct reference frames. We measure the azimuthal
modulation of the double ratios U=L and U=C, which
are sensitive to the favored and disfavored Collins FFs for
light quarks. We simultaneously extract also the Collins
asymmetries for ππ pairs, which are found to be in
agreement with those obtained in previous studies
[11,13]. The results reported in this paper and those
obtained from SIDIS experiments can be used in a global
analysis to extract the favored contribution of the strange
quark, and to improve the knowledge on the u and d
fragmentation processes [14–16].

We are grateful for the excellent luminosity and machine
conditions provided by our PEP-II2 colleagues, and for the
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FIG. 4 (color online). Comparison of U=L (top) and U=C (bottom) Collins asymmetries in RF12 (left) and RF0 (right) for KK, Kπ,
and ππ pairs. The statistical and systematic uncertainties are represented by the bars and the bands around the points, respectively. The
16 ðz1; z2Þ bins are shown on the x axis: in each interval between the dashed lines, z1 is chosen in the following ranges: [0.15, 0.2], [0.2,
0.3], [0.3, 0.5], and [0.5, 0.9], while within each interval the points correspond to the four bins in z2.
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and sin2θ2/(1+cos2θ2)
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evolution 

LL 
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the charge of the pions. Through the double ratios, charge-
independent instrumental effects cancel out, and QCD
radiative effects are negligible at the first order, while
the charge-dependent Collins asymmetries are kept. The
double ratio RU=RLðCÞ follows the expression

RU

RLðCÞ ¼ A cosð2ϕ0Þ þ B; ð3Þ

where A and B are free parameters. B should be consistent
with unity, and A mainly contains the Collins effect. The
AUL, AUC are used to denote the asymmetries for UL and
UC ratios, respectively.
The analysis is performed in bins of (z1, z2), pt, and

sin2 θ2=ð1þ cos2 θ2Þ. In (z1, z2) bins, the boundaries are
set at zi ¼ 0.2, 0.3, 0.5 and 0.9 (i ¼ 1, 2), where comple-
mentary off-diagonal bins (z1, z2) and (z2, z1) are com-
bined. In each bin, normalized rates RU;L;C and double
ratios RU=RL;C are evaluated. In Fig. 2, the distributions of
the double ratio RU=RL are shown as an example for two
highest (z1, z2) bins with the fit results using Eq. (3). The
asymmetry values (A) obtained from the fits are shown as a
function of six symmetric (z1, z2) bins, pt, and sin2 θ2=ð1þ
cos2 θ2Þ bins in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The numerical
results in each (z1,z2) and pt bins are listed in Table I.
Several potential sources of systematic uncertainties are

investigated, and all systematic uncertainties are added in
quadrature finally. An important test is the extraction of
double ratios from MC samples, in which the Collins
asymmetries are not included but radiative gluon and
detector acceptance effects are taken into account. In the
MC samples, which is about 10 times of data statistics,
double ratios are found to be consistent with 0 in all bins
within statistical uncertainties. To test any potential smear-
ing effects in the reconstruction process, MC samples are
reweighted to produce generated asymmetries which vary
in (0.02, 0.15) for UL ratios and (0.01, 0.08) for UC ratios
in different bins. The reconstructed asymmetries are

basically consistent with input; the differences between
them, which range from 0.2% to 48% for UL ratios and
range from 2% to 31% forUC ratios relatively, are included
in the systematic uncertainties.
Additional possible contribution from gluon radiation

can be examined in data by subtracting the normalized
yields RU − RLðCÞ. The subtraction method will cancel all
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TABLE III. Azimuthal asymmetries obtained by fitting the UL and UC double ratios in bins of pt. The upper (lower) table summarizes
the results for RF12 (RF0). The errors are statistical and systematic. The table also reports the average values of zi and pti and
sin2 θ=ð1þ cos2 θÞ in the corresponding ðpt1; pt2Þ or pt0 bin.

pt1 (GeV) hpt1i (GeV) hz1i pt2 (GeV) hpt2i (GeV) hz2i h sin2θth
1þcos2θth

i AUL
12 AUC

12

[0.,0.25] 0.163 0.258 [0.,0.25] 0.163 0.258 0.690 2.77$ 0.70$ 0.88 1.26$ 0.59$ 0.43
[0.,0.25] 0.163 0.260 [0.25,0.5] 0.370 0.263 0.700 3.18$ 0.36$ 0.37 1.44$ 0.31$ 0.18
[0.,0.25] 0.161 0.261 [0.5,0.75] 0.596 0.308 0.708 3.73$ 0.52$ 0.41 1.73$ 0.44$ 0.21
[0.,0.25] 0.161 0.263 ½> 0.75& 0.895 0.412 0.708 6.17$ 0.87$ 0.73 2.70$ 0.71$ 0.39
[0.25,0.5] 0.370 0.263 [0.,0.25] 0.163 0.260 0.700 4.28$ 0.37$ 0.53 1.95$ 0.31$ 0.23
[0.25,0.5] 0.367 0.270 [0.25,0.5] 0.366 0.270 0.711 4.40$ 0.18$ 0.47 2.01$ 0.15$ 0.22
[0.25,0.5] 0.365 0.275 [0.5,0.75] 0.596 0.322 0.720 3.90$ 0.26$ 0.41 1.77$ 0.22$ 0.19
[0.25,0.5] 0.363 0.278 ½> 0.75& 0.890 0.424 0.721 6.10$ 0.41$ 0.65 2.73$ 0.34$ 0.30
[0.5,0.75] 0.596 0.308 [0.,0.25] 0.161 0.262 0.708 3.23$ 0.51$ 0.38 1.51$ 0.43$ 0.19
[0.5,0.75] 0.596 0.321 [0.25,0.5] 0.365 0.275 0.720 4.05$ 0.27$ 0.43 1.83$ 0.22$ 0.19
[0.5,0.75] 0.595 0.324 [0.5,0.75] 0.595 0.326 0.731 4.71$ 0.53$ 0.50 2.09$ 0.35$ 0.24
[0.5,0.75] 0.595 0.330 ½> 0.75& 0.885 0.423 0.735 6.04$ 0.66$ 0.69 2.63$ 0.51$ 0.35
½> 0.75& 0.895 0.412 [0.,0.25] 0.161 0.264 0.709 5.29$ 0.84$ 0.74 2.39$ 0.70$ 0.37
½> 0.75& 0.890 0.423 [0.25,0.5] 0.363 0.279 0.721 5.27$ 0.41$ 0.55 2.40$ 0.34$ 0.26
½> 0.75& 0.885 0.422 [0.5,0.75] 0.595 0.331 0.735 5.91$ 0.67$ 0.63 2.50$ 0.51$ 0.31
½> 0.75& 0.881 0.425 ½> 0.75& 0.880 0.426 0.743 6.62$ 1.14$ 0.80 2.93$ 0.86$ 0.46

pt0 (GeV) hpt0i (GeV) hz1i hz2i h sin2 θ2
1þcos2 θ2

i AUL
0 AUC

0

[0.,0.125] 0.083 0.230 0.300 0.685 −0.20$ 0.28$ 0.08 −0.09$ 0.23$ 0.06
[0.125,0.25] 0.194 0.231 0.299 0.683 0.34$ 0.17$ 0.06 0.15$ 0.14$ 0.04
[0.25,0.375] 0.315 0.233 0.295 0.680 1.15$ 0.14$ 0.11 0.52$ 0.12$ 0.06
[0.375,0.5] 0.438 0.239 0.289 0.678 1.67$ 0.13$ 0.11 0.76$ 0.11$ 0.06
[0.5,0.625] 0.558 0.258 0.281 0.677 2.24$ 0.15$ 0.14 1.01$ 0.12$ 0.07
[0.625,0.75] 0.683 0.302 0.276 0.677 2.02$ 0.18$ 0.14 0.91$ 0.14$ 0.07
[0.75,0.9] 0.818 0.349 0.270 0.677 2.54$ 0.21$ 0.17 1.13$ 0.16$ 0.09
[0.9,1.1] 0.989 0.406 0.262 0.677 2.20$ 0.21$ 0.17 0.96$ 0.17$ 0.09
[1.1,1.5] 1.258 0.488 0.252 0.678 2.12$ 0.20$ 0.17 0.92$ 0.16$ 0.09
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• Collins asymmetry measured as function of  
• 6 symmetric (z1,z2) bins   
• 5 bins of pt0  
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• comparison with prediction reported in arXiv:
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what to further expect from e+e- 

dihadron fragmentation function: Mh1h2 dependence (Belle)

helicity-dependent dihadron fragmentation G1⊥ (“jet handedness”) 

(Belle)

kaon and pion-kaon pairs as well as pt dependence of Collins 
asymmetries (Belle, BESIII)

Collins asymmetries without double ratios (BaBar, BESIII)

kT-dependent D1 FFs (Belle)

nearly back-to-back hadrons 

hadron-to-thrust 

transverse polarization of inclusively produced Λ0 hyperons (Belle)
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“pitfalls” in dihadron 
fragmentation
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“appetizer”

dihadron FFs: alternative path to extract (collinear) transversity

exploit orientation of hadron’s relative momentum, correlate with 
target polarization 

complication: SIDIS cross section now differential in 9(!) variables

integration over polar angle eliminates, in theory, a number of 
contributing FFs (partial waves)

experimental constraints limit acceptance in polar angle, most 
prominently the minimum-momentum requirements
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Figure 1: Depiction of the azimuthal angles φR⊥ of the dihadron and φS of the component ST of
the target-polarization transverse to both the virtual-photon and target-nucleon momenta q and P ,
respectively. Both angles are evaluated in the virtual-photon-nucleon center-of-momentum frame.
Explicitly, φR⊥ ≡ (q×k)·RT

|(q×k)·RT | arccos (q×k)·(q×RT )
|q×k||q×RT | and φS ≡ (q×k)·ST

|(q×k)·ST | arccos (q×k)·(q×ST )
|q×k||q×ST | . Here,

RT = R − (R · P̂h)P̂h, with R ≡ (Pπ+ − Pπ−)/2, Ph ≡ Pπ+ + Pπ− , and P̂h ≡ Ph/ | Ph |,
thus RT is the component of Pπ+ orthogonal to Ph, and φR⊥ is the azimuthal angle of RT about
the virtual-photon direction. The dotted lines indicate how vectors are projected onto planes. The
short dotted line is parallel to the direction of the virtual photon. Also included is a description of
the polar angle θ, which is evaluated in the center-of-momentum frame of the pion pair.

two chiral-odd naive-T-odd dihadron fragmentation function H!

1,q [20, 37].2 There are no

contributions to this amplitude at subleading twist (i.e., twist-3). Among the various con-

tributions to the fragmentation function H!

1,q are the interference H!,sp
1,q between the s- and

p-wave components of the π+π− pair and the interference H!,pp
1,q between two p-waves. In

some of the literature, such functions have therefore been called interference fragmentation

functions [15], even though in general interference between different amplitudes is required

by all naive-T-odd functions. In this paper the focus is on the sp-interference, since it has

received the most theoretical attention. In particular, in ref. [15] H!,sp
1,q was predicted to

change sign at a very specific value of the invariant mass Mππ of the π+π− pair, close to

the mass of the ρ0 meson. However, other models [37, 38] predict a completely different

behavior.

The data presented here were recorded during the 2002-2005 running period of the

Hermes experiment, using the 27.6 GeV positron or electron beam and a transversely

polarized hydrogen gas target internal to the Hera storage ring at Desy. The open-

ended target cell was fed by an atomic-beam source [39] based on Stern-Gerlach separation

combined with transitions of hydrogen hyperfine states. The nuclear polarization of the

atoms was flipped at 1–3 min. time intervals, while both this polarization and the atomic

fraction inside the target cell were continuously measured [40]. The average value of the

transverse proton polarization |S⊥| was 0.74 ± 0.06.

2The superscript ! indicates that the fragmentation function does not survive integration over the

relative momentum of the hadron pair.
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simple case study

dihadron pair with equal-mass hadrons; here: pions 

e+e- annihilation, thus energy fractions z translates directly to 
energy/momentum of particles/system as primary energy is “fixed” 
(-> simplifies Lorentz boost)

without loss of generality, focus on B factory and use primary quark 
energy E0 = 5.79GeV

minimum energy of each pion in lab frame: 0.1 E0  (i.e., zmin = 0.1)
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contributions to this amplitude at subleading twist (i.e., twist-3). Among the various con-
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1,q are the interference H!,sp
1,q between the s- and

p-wave components of the π+π− pair and the interference H!,pp
1,q between two p-waves. In

some of the literature, such functions have therefore been called interference fragmentation

functions [15], even though in general interference between different amplitudes is required

by all naive-T-odd functions. In this paper the focus is on the sp-interference, since it has

received the most theoretical attention. In particular, in ref. [15] H!,sp
1,q was predicted to

change sign at a very specific value of the invariant mass Mππ of the π+π− pair, close to

the mass of the ρ0 meson. However, other models [37, 38] predict a completely different

behavior.

The data presented here were recorded during the 2002-2005 running period of the

Hermes experiment, using the 27.6 GeV positron or electron beam and a transversely

polarized hydrogen gas target internal to the Hera storage ring at Desy. The open-

ended target cell was fed by an atomic-beam source [39] based on Stern-Gerlach separation

combined with transitions of hydrogen hyperfine states. The nuclear polarization of the

atoms was flipped at 1–3 min. time intervals, while both this polarization and the atomic

fraction inside the target cell were continuously measured [40]. The average value of the

transverse proton polarization |S⊥| was 0.74 ± 0.06.

2The superscript ! indicates that the fragmentation function does not survive integration over the

relative momentum of the hadron pair.
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application of Lorentz boost
can easily apply Lorentz boost using the invariant mass of the 
dihadron M and its energy zE0 to arrive at condition on 𝜽, e.g., polar 
angle of pions in center-of-mass frame:

as both pions have to fulfill the constraint on the minimum energy: 

thus:

translates to a symmetric range around 𝜋/2
(can be easily understood because at 𝜋/2 the pions will have both the same energy in the 
lab and easily pass the zmin requirement, while in the case of one pion going backward in 
the CMS, that pion will have less energy in the lab frame … and maybe too little) 
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(again without loss of generality) let’s assume M=0.5 GeV :

all theta below curve (and above its mirror curve relative to dashed 
line) are excluded

clearly limited, especially at low z

impact of zmin=0.1 on accepted polar range
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partial-wave expansion of dihadron FF
partial-wave expansion worked out in Phys. Rev. D67 (2003) 094002 

for the particular case here, use Phys. Rev. D74 (2006) 114007, in 
particular  Eq. (12), and (later on) Figure 5: 

it is the first contribution (D1,oo) that is used in “collinear extraction” 
of transversity (and subject of a current Belle analysis)

it is also the only one surviving the integration over 𝜃

the D1,ol contribution vanishes upon integration over 𝜃 as long as the 
theta range is symmetric around 𝜋/2 (as it is the case here)

the D1,ll term, however, will in general contribute in case of only partial 
integration over 𝜃 — the question is how much?
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 R ! k "
!Mh

2z
# z k

2 $ j ~kTj2
2Mh

"
j ~Rj cos!# ~kT ! ~RT: (7)

Fragmentation functions are extracted from the correla-
tion function [55]
 

!q%z; cos!;M2
h;"R& "

zj ~Rj
16Mh

Z
d2 ~kTdk$

' !q%k;Ph; R&jk#"P#h =z; (8)

where [28,56]
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q
i %#&jPh; R;Xi

' hPh; R; ; Xj " qj %0&Un$
%0;#1&j0i: (9)

Since we are going to perform the integration over the
transverse momentum ~kT , the Wilson lines U can be
reduced to unity using a light cone gauge.

The only fragmentation functions surviving after
~kT-integration are [27,55]

 Dq
1%z; cos!; M2

h& " 4$Tr(!q%z; cos!;M2
h;"R&%#); (10)

 

&ijT RTj
Mh

H!q
1 %z; cos!; M2

h&

" 4$Tr(!q%z; cos!;M2
h;"R&i'i#%5): (11)

These functions can be expanded in the relative partial
waves of the pion pair system. Truncating the expansion
at the p-wave level we obtain [55]
 

Dq
1%z; cos!; M2

h& * Dq
1;oo%z;M2

h& $D
q
1;ol%z;M2

h& cos!

$Dq
1;ll%z;M2
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 H!q
1 %z; cos!; M2

h& * H!q
1;ot%z;M2

h& $H
!q
1;lt%z;M2

h& cos!:

(13)

The fragmentation functionD1;oo can receive contributions
from both s and p waves, but not from the interference
between the two, D1;ol and H!

1;ot originate from the inter-
ference of s and p waves, D1;ll comes from polarized p
waves, and H!

1;lt originates from the interference of two p
waves with different polarization.

Our model can make predictions for the above fragmen-
tation functions as well as for transverse-momentum-
dependent fragmentation functions, which we do not con-
sider in this section. However, we will focus our attention
mainly on the functions D1;oo and H!

1;ot because of their
relevance for transversity measurements in SIDIS
[19,21,47,57].

Let us consider in fact the SIDIS process lp!
l0$$$#X, where l and l0 are the momenta of the lepton

before and after the scattering and q " l# l0 is the mo-
mentum of the virtual photon. We consider the cross sec-
tion differential in dM2

h, d"R, dz, dx, dy, d"S, where z, x,
y are the usual scaling variables employed in SIDIS, and
the azimuthal angles are defined so that (see Fig. 1)2

 cos"S "
%q̂' ~l&
jq̂' ~lj

! %q̂'
~S&

jq̂' ~Sj
; sin"S "

%~l' ~S& ! q̂
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;

(14)
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; sin"R "
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jq̂' ~ljjq̂' ~RT j

;

(15)

where q̂ " ~q=j ~qj and ~RT is the component of R perpen-
dicular to Ph.

When the target is transversely polarized, we can define
the following cross section combinations3
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j ~Rj
Mh

H!q
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where ( is the fine structure constant, % " 2Mx=Q, and M
is the mass of the target. These expressions are valid up to
leading twist only. Subleading contributions are described
in Ref. [28]. In particular, they give rise to a term propor-
tional to cos"R in d'UU and a term proportional to sin"S
in d'UT . Corrections at order (S were partially studied in
Ref. [4], but further work is required.

2The definition of the angles is consistent with the so-called
Trento conventions [58].

3The definition of the angles in Eqs. (14) and (15) is consistent
with the so-called Trento conventions [58] and it is the origin of
the minus sign in Eq. (17) with respect to Eq. (43) of Ref. [55]
(compare "R and"S in Fig. 1 with the analogue ones in Fig. 2 of
Ref. [55]).
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D1,ll contribution to dihadron fragmentation 
D1,ll is unknown and can’t be calculated using first principles 

it can not be extracted from cross sections integrated over 𝜃

upon (partial) integration there is no way to disentangle the two 
contributions

in PRD74 (2006) 114007, a model for dihadron fragmentation was tuned 
to PYTHIA and used to estimate the various partial-wave contributions 

its Figure 5 gives an indication about the relative size of D1,ll vs. D1,oo:

29

the ! were extended at higher invariant masses by leaving
the narrow-width approximation for the ! resonance and
smearing the step function in Eq. (28). Note that the
interference is in this case constructive because the signs
of the couplings f! and f0! have been taken equal. If the
two couplings were taken opposite, then a destructive
interference would take place and the model would under-
estimate the p-wave data at around 0.6 GeV. The agree-
ment with the total spectrum would then be worsened. Also
the f! coupling has been taken to have the same sign of f!
to avoid destructive interference patterns. It is difficult with
the present poor knowledge to make any conclusive state-
ment about !!! interference in semi-inclusive dihadron
production. However, we can at least conclude that in our
model the best agreement with the event generator is
achieved when the three couplings f!, f!, and f0! have
the same sign.

V. PREDICTIONS FOR POLARIZED
FRAGMENTATION FUNCTIONS AND

TRANSVERSE-SPIN ASYMMETRY

Using the parameters obtained from the fit we can plot
the results for the fragmentation functions D1;ll, H!

1;ot, and
D1;ol. The function D1;ll is a pure p-wave function. It
depends on jFpj2, the modulus square of Eq. (28), and

has a behavior very similar to Dp
1;oo, the p-wave part of

D1;oo. In Fig. 5(a) we plot the ratio betweenD1;ll andD1;oo,
integrated separately over 0:2< z< 0:8. In Fig. 5(b) we
plot the same ratio but with the two functions multiplied by
2Mh and integrated over 0:3 GeV<Mh < 1:3 GeV. In the
same figures, the dotted lines represent the positivity bound
[55]

 ! 3
2D

p
1;oo " D1;ll " 3Dp

1;oo: (36)

The functions D1;ol and H!
1;ot arise from the interference

of s and p waves, i.e. from the interferences of channels 1-
2, 1-3, and 1-4, proportional to the product #fsf!$, #fsf!$,
#fsf0!$, respectively. Since the relative sign of fs and the
p-wave couplings is not fixed by the fit, we can only
predict these functions modulo a sign. For the plots, we
assume that the p-wave couplings have a sign opposite to
fs (as suggested by the sign of preliminary HERMES data
[48]).

In Fig. 6(a) we plot the ratio between!j ~Rj=MhH!
1;ot and

D1;oo, integrated separately over 0:2< z< 0:8. In Fig. 6(b)
we plot the same ratio but with the two functions multi-
plied by 2Mh and integrated over 0:3 GeV<Mh <
1:3 GeV. In the same figures, the dotted lines represent
the positivity bound [55]
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effect of partial integration
as both contributions — D1,ll and D1,oo — will be affected by the partial 
integration, look at relative size of the D1,ll to D1,oo modulations when 
subjected to integration:

without limit in the polar-angular range (𝜃0 =0) -> no contribution from 
D1,ll (sanity check!)

the relative size of the partial integrals reaches a maximum of 25% 
for z=0.2 (i.e., pions at 90 degrees in center-of-mass system)

in order to estimate the D1,ll contribution, one “just” needs the 
relative size of D1,ll vs. D1,oo, e.g., Figure 5 of PRD74 (2006) 114007

let’s take for that size 0.5 (rough value for M=0.5 GeV) 
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effect of partial integration
… D1,ll / D1,oo ~0.5 results in an up to O(10%) effect on the measured 
cross section:

depending on the sign of D1,ll, the partial integration thus leads to a 
systematic underestimation (positive D1,ll) or overestimation (negative 
D1,ll) of the “integrated” dihadron cross section

leads to overestimate/underestimate of extracted transversity
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conclusions
e+e- data has provided a rich precision data set for fragmentation 
studies

input to D1 FF phenomenology

hadron-pair data could further constrain flavor dependence

transverse-momentum dependence on the horizon

Collins asymmetries available for pions and kaons, at different s and 
by now also pT dependent

dihadron fragmentation for, e.g., collinear extraction of transversity
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conclusions
e+e- data has provided a rich precision data set for fragmentation 
studies

input to D1 FF phenomenology

hadron-pair data could further constrain flavor dependence

transverse-momentum dependence on the horizon

Collins asymmetries available for pions and kaons, at different s and 
by now also pT dependent

dihadron fragmentation for, e.g., collinear extraction of transversity

however, precision =/= accuracy  (at least not always)

e.g., partial-wave contributions can survive due to experimental 
constraints

discussed for e+e-, but even more so for SIDIS or pp->h1h2X

important to keep in mind when aiming for precision measurements
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